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ABSTRACT

The useful operating range of the multistage, axial-flow compressor component

of a gas turbine engine limits the extent of operation of that engine. Generally, the
a- 01.

compressor stalls or surges atAlow flow rate/and chokes at/high flow rate, Thus,

any improvement in the range between.these compressor aerodynamic limits is nor-

mally of benefit to the engine also. An idea for delaying the onset. of rotating stall

in a multistage, axial-flow compressor which involved circumferentially varying the

blade setting angles of stationary blades upstream of the compressor rotors was iT-

vestigated. Tests involving two low-speed, multistage, axial-flow compressors and an

intermediate-speed, three-stage, axial-flow compressor were completed. Comparisons

between baseline compressor (circumferentially uniform setting angles) and modified

compressor (circunferentially varying setting angles) performance data were imade.

A variety of blade setting angle circumferential variation patterns were tested. Test

results suggest that rotating stall onset in the low-speed compressors could be delayed

slightly but consistently with circumferentially varying setting angles. The low-speed

compressor results indicated that a small improvement in stall recovery was also pos-

sible. The intermediate-speed compressor data indicated that there was a slight stall

margin improvement at low compressor rotational speeds only. At higher rotational

speeds no improvement was noticed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The compressor is one of three primary components ot a gas turbine engine.

along with the combustor and turbine. Of these components, the compressor has

certain aerodynamic limits which usually set the range of operation of the engine.

The compressor is limited by choking at higher flowrates and by stall or surge at

lower flowrates. In Figure 1.1 from Copenhaver [1] is illustrated the stall-limit line

which is defined as a line that connects the compressor operating points, for different

speeds, at. which stall or surge is likely to occur with any further decrease in flowrate.

Because stall and surge are aerodynamic instabilities, the stall-limit line generally

represents the boundary between stable and unstable operation of the compressor.

To avoid compressor stall or surge, a sufficient stall margin is desired. Stall margin

is a measure of how much the compressor back pressure can be increased from the

design value at a constant flow and variable speed or how much the flowrate can be

reduced from the design value at a constant speed before the compressor stalls.

The research described in this report involved an effort to improve compressor

stall margin by scheduling the blade setting angles of stationary blades upstream of

a rotor in a circumferentially periodic pattern to delay the onset of rotating stall.

Shifting the throttle line away from the stall-limit line is not generally acceptable

because of the performance penalties involved. Achieving more operating margin by
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shifting the stall-limit line furthcr away fromn the throttle line is attractive if it can

be done without compromising other operating characteristics of the compressor.

It is important to understand some of the physical mechanisms of stall and surge.

Stall and surge are two distinct aerodynamic flow instabilities which can occur during

the operation of a multistage compressor. Stall is generally described as the unsteady

separation of flow from blade surfaces and/or end walls resulting in rotating low-flow

or localized reversed flow regions. Rotating stall typically occurs at lower compressor

rotational speeds. Surge, in contrast, is characterized by global fluctuations in mass

flow throughout the entire compressor. Surge is generally encountered at higher

compressor rotational speeds and is easier to recover from than stall. Although these

flow instabilities are distinct, they are related. It is known that surge is generally a

result of the more localized instability of stall.

It is of great importance to compressor users to be able to understand, detect

and avoid the instabilities of stall and surge. Not only do these instahilities limit

compressor and engine performance. They can also cause damage to the compressor

blading. The unsteady nature of these instabilities leads to large periodic forces being

placed on the blades. The flow reversals associated with surge can introduce hot coln-

bustion gas into the compressor. Another important reason to avoid stall and surge

is that these instabilities result in significant compressor and engine performance de-

terioration. The engine performance may actually fall below the level necessary to

sustain flight. In the following two sections some of the physical mechanisins of stall

and surge are described in further detail.
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1.1 Stall

The first and most conmnon flow instability encountered in multistage compressor

operation is stall. For the present study, particular attention was focused on the flow

mechanisms of rotating stall which are well known and documented. As mentioned

earlier, low-flow and locally reversed flow regions occur as a result of separation

from blade surfaces and/or end walls. The propagation rate of stall and extent of

compressor annulus area stalled, however, are subject to the particular compressor

design and operating conditions. A physical description of the process of rotating

stall is outlined in reference [21 and summarized here. In Figure 1.2 is shown a

cascade of rotor blades with the direction of rotation noted. If all of the blades are

operating near stall and one of them, blade 2, does stall, a retarded flow region (or

low-flow region) will occur upstream of blade 2. This local regien of retarded flow

will tend to direct flow towards rotor blades 1 and 3. The resulting larger incidence

angle perceived by rotor blade 3 tends to stall it because it was near stall to begin

with. The lowered incidence flow for rotor blade 1 unloads this blade. Once rotor

blade 3 stalls, the retarded flow produced upstream of this blade will unstall rotor

blade 2. This process continues as described propagating in the direction shown. The

stall cell typically covers a portion of the annulus area and rotates circumferentially

at a fraction of the compressor speed in the direction, of rotatior. (perceived from an

absolute frame of reference). Figure 1.3 from Greitzer [31 shows a fully developed

rotating stall cell as seen from the front of the compressor.

Rotating stall may be classified as either "progressive" or "abrupt" rotating

stall depending on the stage performance characteristic involved. A "progressive"

rotating stall stage performance characteristic is smooth anrd continuous in the stall
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reg;on indicating a gradual increase in blocked annulus area due to stall. In contrast.

an "abrupt" rotating stall characteristic is discontinuous in the stall region due to

the stall cell zone covering a larger portion of the annulus area.

Whether "progressive" or "abrupt", there is a significant loss in performance

when it compressor is operating in rotating stall, A decrease in pressure rise and

flowrate occur as a result of flow separation and annulus area blockage. Once the

compressor operates in the fully stalled condition, the process of relieving this sit-

uation involves a hysteresis effect. The process of recovering from rotating stall at

constant speed involves increasing the flowrate by opening the comnpressor throttle.

The tlowrate is increased until the compressor operating point is again on the un-

,stalled characteristic line. The flowrate required to unst all the compressor is typically

larger than the in-stall flowrate. In the case of a multistage device, significant un-

thrcttling may be necessary to totally unstall the compressor. For reasons mentioned

earlier, the in-stall operation of it compre.,sor is undesirable and should be avoided,

if encountered. it should be recovered from as quickly ais possible.

1.2 Surge

A second type of instability common in multistage compressor operation is surge.

Compressor surge is characterized by large amplitude oscillations of annulus average

mass flow and system pressure rise. As mentioned earlier, the global instability of

surge is generally a result of the localized iinstability of stall. During compressor surge,

the compressor operating point rilay pass in and out of[ a rotating stall as well as it

totally reversed flow regime and a, steady-stiate operating condition. There areý two

main types of surge, namely, surge due to progrvssive stall anid surge d(iie to abrupt.
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stall. Surge due to progres,, ive stal1, is gene~rally mild and inmudible %, ien encountered

in multistage compressor operation. Experimental investigations indicate that this

typ' of surge occurs when there are no abrupt changes in the pressure ratio due to

stall. Tests indicate that the total-pressure fluctuations measured may be only 1.5 to

20 percent of that encountered when the compressor surges abruptly, Whereas surge

due to progressive stall is mild and inaudible, surge due to abrupt stall is violent

and very audible, In fact, certain surge cycles observed in jet engine operation can

cause flames from the combustion chamber to exit from the front of the compressor.

This situation is very undesirable, Examination of actual data indicates that large

pressure fluctuations can exist itt the compressor discharge which may be up to 75

percent of the compress:)r pressure rise at. the surge point.

The importance of detecting und avoiding stall and surge was wentlc- ,d ear-

lier. When the comniressor is subjected to periodic forces as a result U otling

stall or surge, a significant loss in performance is realized and blade failure may oc-

cur. In general, avoiding these instabiiities, or if encountered, recovering quickly. are

worthwhile objectives. In the following section, some of the current methods being

investigated to avoid stall or surge, including extending the useful operating range of

the compressor are considered.

1.3 Avoiding Stall

Current methods for avoiding stall or surge can be broken down into two major

categories, static control and active control. Some ,tatic control methods for avoidin~g

stall include designing blades with a higher tolerance to stall (higher diffusion limits),

using boundary layer control methods such ;os vortex generators, suction, and blowing.
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and using casing treatments, and using existing control variables such as compressor

rotational speed and mass flow. Active control of rotating stall involves utilizing a

feedback control loop coupled to a variable geometry feature of the compressor to

avoid or recover from stall.

Static control methods for avoiding stall are somewhat limited as compared to

active control methods for improving the useful operating range of the compressor.

Although blades are being designed with a higher tolerance to stall, improvements in

design cannot satisfy increased demands associated with improved compressor stall

resistance. The static methods using boundary layer control have also enjoyed limited

success only because the boundary layer cannot be altered enough. The final method

of static control, varying compressor rotational speed and flowrate, is also very limited

in its scope as a potential for avoiding stall. During compressor operation, the rota-

tional speed and flowrate are often set parameters which cannot be altered quickly

enough to reach a more stable operating point. The active methods of avoiding stall

and surge have been significantly more successful in controlling these instabilities and

extending the useful operating ranges of compressors. A. H. Epstein, a professor of

Aeronautics and Astronautics at MIT, envisions a multistage compressor in which

there is a microprocessor in every blade [4). Commonly known as "smart" engine

technology, the idea is that the microprocessor senses local flow conditions (veloc-

ity, pressure, etc.) and sends a feedback control signal to a computer processor. If

the local flow conditions indicate that an instability is about to occur, the computer

processor will send a signal to actuate some variable geometry feature of the com-

pressor to avoid the instability. Some possible variable geometry features that have

been considered are bleed doors, adjustable inlet guide vanes and stators, flaps oH
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inlet guide vanes, and even recaniberable blades. Although these variable geometry

features. can add weight to the compressor, the trade-off in improved performance

and stability make them attractive.

The proposed method for improving the stall margin of a multistage, axial-flow

compressor considered in this report is classified as a static method which could

become a component of an active system. The method utilizes a circumferential

variation of stationary blade setting angles to create a specific flowfield variation for

the downstream rotor. The method is based on airfoil dynamic stall results which

suggest that an airfoil oscillating about an axis perpendicular to the blade section can

itchieve angles of attack (average and instantaneous) that are higher than its static

stall angle of attack. When the blade is oscillated at certain angle amplitudes and

frequencies. its dynamic stall angle of attack may be as much as 20 percent higher

than its static stall angle of attack. The intent of the circumferential variation in

stationary blade setting angles is to produce a flowfield for the downstream rotor

blades that is similar to the flowfield of an oscillating airfoil. By making the rotor

flowfield similar to that of an oscillating airfoil, the rotor is expected to achieve higher

instantaneous and average angles of attack before stalling. The higher angles of attack

achieved allow the rotor to be loaded more without stalling and thus previously

unattainable low flowrates can be realized before stall occurs. This reduction in

the compressor flowrate before stail occurs corresponds to an increase in the useful

operating range of the compres,•or and thus stall margin which is the intent of the

method. In the following chapter airfoil dynamic stall research and how it. can be

extended to multistage. axial-flow compressor operation is discussed. Some possible



limitations associated with extending dynamic st.al research concepts to compressor

operation are also outlined.

MOM lll
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2. RELATED ISOLATED AIRFOIL DYNAMIC STALL RESEARCH

The idea for modifying the stall margin of axial-flow compressors by circum.

ferentiaLly varying the setting angles of stationary blades upstream of a rotor stems

from airfoil dynamic stall research. Dynamic stall research involves studies performed

on airfoils pitching harmonically about an axis perpendicular to the blade section.

Helicopter rotor blade development has led to several airfoil dynamic stall studies

that suggest that a pitching blade, whose setting angrle is varied periodically over a

range of values, is able to sustain without stalling, angles of attack (instautaneously

and on an average basis) that are larger than the static (stationary blade) stall angle.

The increased stalling angle (average) of the airfoil can be credited to the oscillatory

nature of the airfoil. The basic idea is that although the blade becomes highly loaded

as it periodically cycles to an angle greater than the static stall angle, it is subse-

quently relieved as it moves to angles less than the static stall angle. Results show

that this increased stalling angle (average), also called the dynamic stall angle, may

be as high as 20 percent greater than the static stall angle of attack.

For an axial-flow compressor to benefit from the dynamic stall effect, the flowfield

for the rotor blade must be made similar to that of a harmonically oscillating airfoil.

An attempt at accomplishing this is done by repositioning upstream stationary blade

setting angles in a periodic pattern around the circumference. As the rotor blade
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rotates around the circumference, it sees a varying relative angle of attack which is

similar to the varying angle of attack that a pitching airfoil sees. The angle amplitude

and frequency Gf the setting angle variation upstream results in a predetermined

change in relative angle of attack and frequency of variation perceived by the rotor.

The concept described for improving the stall margin of axial-flow compressors

using the dynamic stall effect is simplistic in that it does not account for possible

differences existing between the two flowfields. Dynamic stall studies are largely

two-dimensional flow studies performed on simple airfoil geometries with negligible

three-dimensional flow effects. These three-dimensional effects are very much present

in the complex flowfield of a compressor and they determine the performance of

the compressor. Additional compressor effects not fully addressed by dynamic stall

studies are the effects oý increasing Mach number and lowering blade aspect ratio.

Regardless of the differences which may exist in the two flowfields, dynamic stall

studies lead to some important ideas that are worth examining.

From a two-dimensional standpoint, some of the important factors affecting the

dynamic stall angle are:

1. Rate of airfoil oscillation

2. Amplitude of airfoil oscillation

3. Airfoil geometry

4. Airfoil Mach number

Perhaps the most important factor listed is the rate at which the airfoil pitches.

The rate at wliJi the airfoil pitches is usually rior-dimensionalized and called the

reduced frequency, K. The reduced frequency represents the ratio of the time required
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for the fluid to pass over one-half blade chord to the time period of pitching motion

of the airfoil. The reduced frequency is defined as follows:

K = f (2.1)

where

f = frequency of pitching motion of dynamic stall airfoils

e airfoil chord length

V = representative freestream speed of fluid past the airfoil

It is noteworthy that as K' - 0, the airfoil oscillation rate approaches the static

limit (stationary airfoil) and the effect of oscillation is negligible.

The selection of the proper reduced frequency to use in the low-speed compressor

tests was guided by data presented in some of the isolated airfoil dynamic stall studies.

In Figure 2.1 is depicted a typical airfoil pitching about a midchord axis with some

of the important parameters associated with airfoil dynamic stall studies noted.

The twu-dimensional pitching airfoil data presented by McCroskey [5] indicate

that the extent by which the static stall angle can be exceeded by an airfoil pitching

angle amplitude without dynamic stall occurring increases with increased reduced

frequency, reaching a maximnum in the range of K from 0.30 to 0.35. In that study,

an NACA 0012 airfoil was oscillated in pitching motion as indicated by the equation:

a = a, + C1sinwt (2.2)

where

ct =instantaneous angle of attack

ao= angle about which the airfoil pitches
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Figure "2.1: T~vpical airfoil pitching about a midchord axis
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a, =amplitude of angle variation

o= rate of airfoil pitching, w = 2-,rf

t = time

The three parameters: a,•, angle about which the airfoil pitches: a,, amplitude

of angle variation, and u, rate of airfoil pitching, were varied over a range of values

in an attempt to construct the eqperimental stall boundary for the NAC'A 0012

airfoil. In Figure 2.2 is a sketch of the airfoil geometry and some of the important

angular positions associated with these tests. The data of Figure 2.3, including the

experimental stall boundary, illustrate the extent by which the static stall angle can

be exceeded without dynamic stall occurring anywhere in the cycle. The angle t,,

represents the angle of attack for which static stall was observed. Thus, ' is the

amount by which the airfoil is oscillated past the static stall position, as illustrated in

Figures 2.2 and 2.3. The open symbols denote absence of stall throughout the cycle.

half-solid symbols denote test points for which stal.'. was observed ('uring some cycles

and not during others, and the solid symbols denot.. complete .;t"at (uring some part.

of every cycle. The resulting experimental stall boundary suggests ti at the delay of

stall increases with reduced frequency, reaching a maximum in the range of reduced

frequency, K, from 0.30 to 0.:35. With further increases in the reduced frequency, no

additional delay of stall was noticed.

"lhe pitching airfoil data presented by Halfman, Johnson, and Haley [6] seem

to verify and extend the results presented by McCroskey [5). In their study, three

differ,:nt airfoil geometries (blunt, sharp, and interiuediate wings) were oscillated in

pitching motion as indicated by Equation (2.2). In their study, Halfmaii et al. per-

formed tests at a cunsta:lt amlplitude of oscillation, cil, of 6.08'. and varied the
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Figure 2,2: Airfoil geometry and important angular quantities. Mvc('roskeyv
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Figure 2.3; Experimental stall boundary according to McCrc',.,,'y
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parameters i., and K to determine the extent by which the static stall angle could

be exceeded at various reduced frequencies. In addition, they also performed tests at

different A.i values, where

'A = uo - (2.3)

In their report, Halfman et al. described t, increase in the dynamic stall angle by

the quantity:

&I = (ltu - (I,, (2.4)

where

(,tull= instantaneous stall angle of attack

a,= static stall angle of attack

The data in Figure 2.4 show the results of tests performed on the intermediate

wing airfoil geometry and is a plot of (Sot versus the reduced frequency, K, for three

different values of Aa ( -2', 0V, and 40). The solid symbols denote the instantafteous

angle of attack for which the intermediate wing stalled. The instantaneous stalling

angle was determined from traces of the variation of moment in pitch throughout

a cycle of oscillation and corresponds to the angle of attack at which the Inoment

drops sharply. The open symbols indicate "no stall" occurring throughout the cycle

of oscillation. The solid lines are curves that are faired through the data points for A(--

values of -2', 0", and 4V. Additional plots showing similar trends were constructed

by HIatfman et al. for the remaining two wing airfoil geometries, blunt and sharp

wings, but are not included here. It is evident from the information of Figure 2.4

that the quantity ,5ct increases with larger reduced frequency and reaches a maximum

in the ralnge of K from 0.30 to 0.35. depending on the particular value of Ack. In
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Figure 2,4: Dynamic stall angle increase as at function of K. lalf'nan et al. (i
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fact, the data point corresponding to &i = 10" and K = 0.35 for ALi 4) involved

no evidence of stall anywhere in the cycle. Thus, in tests where the intermediate

wing airfoil oscillated about a nominal angle of attack (ao) 4' above its static stall

angle of attack ((i,,) with a pitching angle amplitude (ol ) of 6.08', the airfoil showed

no signs of stalling anywhere in the cycle at a reduced frequency, K = 0.35, This

observation leads to the conclusion that a pitching airfoil can sustain average as well

as instantaneous angles of attack that are larger than the static stall angle of attack

at certain amplitudes of oscillation and reduced frequencies,

The studies performed on simple two-dimensional airfoil geometries by ,Mc-.

(Croskey (5] and H1alfman et, al, [61 s uggest that the maximum delay of stall occurs

at a reduced frequency, K, in the rnge from 0.30 to 0.35, This range of reduced

frequency was considered when initial attenipts were made for improving the stall

margin of two low-speed compressors.

Another parameter affecting the extent to which-airfoilz experience the dynamic

stall phenomena is the amplitude of pitching motion, (ij of Equation (2.2), Accord-

ing to McCroskey, Ca7 ,-r, and McAlister [7!, the amplitude of' pitching motion, -I,

generally determines the ' aracteristics of the time dependent aerodynanii, force,,

arnd moments for a pitching airfoil. McCro: cey further states that these aerodynamic

quantities may be considerably larger and different in nature from th ir steady-state

counterparts. Because the dyniamic stall angle is usually determined from time de-

pendent aerodynamic force and momenit traces, the amplitude of pitching imotion is

very imliportant. Past pit-ching airfoil experiments were performed over a wide range

of pitch angle amplitudes. Mc(roskey [51 performed tests on an oscillating NACA

0012 airfoil section with a Vt to 19" range of pitching motion angle amplitude. Latter,



McCroskey et al. used an angle amplitude range of 6' to 11'. Experinien s per-

formed on different airfoil sections by Halfman et al. '6i were pitched at a constailt

angle amplitude of 6.08". Other tests by McCroskey and Pucci 18] involved a 5"

angle amplitude, while Liiva [9] performed tests with angle amplitudes in the range

from 2.5' to 7.5'. The wide range of amplitudes of pitching motion mentioned in the

3tudies cited above can be attributed to attempts by the authors involved to identify

some of the -tailing characteristics of pitching airioils for different airfoil geometries.

These values of pitching motion amplitude were cocsidered in selecting the proper

amplitude of blade setting angle variations for the low-speed compressor tests.

Another important feature affecting the increased stall angle of harmonically

pitching airfoils iA the airfoil geometry. Halfinan et al. [6] concluded that the airfoil

shape primarily affects the suddenness and type of flow separation under dynamic

stalling conditions. Similarly, McCroskey et al. [7] and McCroskey and Pucci [8]

stated that airfoil leading edge geometry has a strong affect on the type of boundary-

layer separation that occurs. Liiva [9] contended that a cambered airfoil has better

aerodynamic characteristics under dynamic stalling conditions because the adverse

pressure gradient is decreased by nose camber. It. is expected that the airfoil geometry

as well as the compressor geometry will be important. in determining the success of

the method outlined for improving the stall margin of compressors. Simple two-

dimensional airfoils sustaining increased angles of attack does not necessarily mean

that a compressor rotor may achieve this as well. Further, as the rotational speed

(and thus Mach number) increases, so does the effect of geometry on the ,verall

performance of the compressor. For the low-speed compressor tests, the rotor of the

two-s tage axi!-Iflow fan had ininimal nose camber, while the British C4 sectioon rotor
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blades of the three-stage axial-flow compressor involved substantial nose camber.

The remaining parameter affecting dynaniic stall is airfoil Mach number. The

major effect of Mach number on the stalling characteristics of a harmonically pitching

airfoil are leading edge effects and the corresponding separation type as mentioned

by McCroskey and Pucci [81 and Liiva [91. As with airfoil and compressor geometry.

the Mach number is expected to be an important factor in the success of the method

outlined in this dissertation. It may be that the effect of increasing Muach number in

a compressor degrades the increased stalling angle found in the dynamic stall phe-

nomena. Typical Mach numbers evaluated at the design point operating conditions

for the two-stage fan and three-stage compressor were near 0. 10. The Mach numbers

associated with the stalling condition of the Pratt & Whitney compressor varied with

rotational speed and were in the range frc'in 0.08 to 0.21.
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3. PROOF OF CONCEPT IN LOW-SPEED COMPRESSORS

The following chapter describes experimental tests performed at Iowa State Uni-

versity on two low-speed compressors, namely a two-stage, axial-flow fan and a three-

stage, axial.flow compressor. These tests were used as a preliminary step in evaluat-

ing the potential for using circumferentially varying stationary blade setting angles

to improve compressor stall margin. Descriptions of the two cotupressors, related

equipment, experimental pr ,'-dures and results are presented. This chapter also

presents some detailed measurements taken with the three-stage compressor. The

detailed measurements (flow angle and nmagnitude) were performed behind the inlet

guide vanes of the baseline compressor configuration as well as some modified coni-

pressor configurations. These measurements provided additional information about

the flowfield being produced by the blade setting angle variation upstream. Using

the detailicd flow information, comparisons were made between the estimated and

actual reduced frequencies and rotor inlet flow angle variations for the low-speed

compressor. The analysis of this preliminary work guided further attempts with .in

intermediate-speed. three-stage, axial-flow compressor.
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3.1 Stationary Blade Setting Angle Variations

The main research objective was to determine the influence on stall point of

circumferential variations of otationary blade setting angles involving different re-

duced frequencies and amplitudes of rotor inlet flow angle variation. Blade setting

angle patterns could be changed easily in the two-stage fan and three-stage conmpres-

sor. These pattern changes were not as easily accomplished in the Pratt & Whitney

compressor because of its complexity. Three different blade setting angle variation

patterns were evaluated in tests. These patterns consisted of sinusoidal, rectified

sine-wave, and asymmetric variations of angles and are illustrated in Figure :3.1. The

equations describing these angle schedules are given below:

Sinusoidal Variation:

k• + IVn -- (i - 1) (3.1)

where

= individual blade setting angle

baseline blade setting angle

A¢= = amplitude of blade setting angle circumferential variation

n number of ;etting angle variation cycles per rotor revolution

N =number of blades in stationary row

i = individual blade number

Rectified Sine-wave Variation:

00 + Si n [ ( i - 1) (:3.2)

where the para1et1tr3 are explained above,
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Avsymmetric Variation:

A0Jin 0 - I)] for i=1.10.20-28

-L\A 2 sin -- (i - 1)] for i=11-19,29-:37

whlere A01 and Ab 2 are different, amplitudes of blade setting angle circumferential

variation and the number of setting angle variation cycles per rotor revolution. fl,

was set at 2, foi 37 blades in a stationary row.

The two-stage fan tests involved only sinusoidal variations in blade setting angle

while during the three-stage compressor tests, all three kinds of variations in blade

setting angle were used2. The Pratt & Whitney compressor tests were accomplished

with only one asymmetric variation in blade sett.ng angle.

The intent of the circamferential variations in stationary blade setting angle was

to create a variation it. inlet flow angle amplitude and frequency for a downstream

rotor blade row. The amplitude of setting angle variation, Aq., resulted in a specific

rotor inlet flow angle variation and th,. number of setting angle variation cycles per

rotor revolution, it, gave the frequency of the variation. The frequency of the peri-

odic variation imposed on each downstream rotor blade was given by the following

equation
f (RPM) (3.4)

60

where

f frequency of circumferentially periodic setting angle variation

11 = number of setting angle variation cycles per rotor revolution

RPM = rotor rotational speed

Substituting Equation (2. [) into Equation (3.4) and rearranging gives an estimate for
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the number of setting angle variation cycles, n, to be used in the compressor tests.

60KV,,- 60V(3..5)
ir C( R PMA)

where

K = reduced frequency

V = representative midspan fluid re'ative velocity at rotor inlet

c = rotor blade chord length

Values of reduced frequency, K, reported in the literature onl dynamic stall for which

the maximum delay of dynamic stall seemed to occur were used in calculating n.

For a given compressor geometry and set of test conditions, Equation (3.5) gives

an appropriate value of the frequency of setting angle variation cycles per rotor

revolution. The value of it used must be an integer value in order to preserve the

periodic nature of the blade setting angle variation and thus, the value calculated

with Equation (3.5) was rounded to the nearest integer value.
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3.2 Two-Stage Axial-Flow Fan

Presented in Figure 3.2 is a sketch of the General Electric, two-stage, low-speed.

axial-flow fan research apparatus. The configuration of the fan consisted of two

identical stator-rotor stages which could be tested as either a one-stage or two-stage

unit. The blade rows were within an annulus having constant hub (12.36 in. (0.314

in)) and tip (18.00 in. (0.457 m)) diameters, resulting in a hub/tip radius ratio of

0.687. All stationary blade rows had the same number of blades (37) and were

cantilever mounted on the outer casing flange. Individual blade setting angles could

be easily changed. The rotor blade rows each included the same number of blades (24)

that were secu:ely mounted on the hub flange. The stator blades were constructed

of sheet steel using a circular-arc profile whilc the rotor blades were cast out of an

aluminum alloy and involved RAF-#6 propeller blade sections. A blade-to-blade

view of the two-stage, axial-flow fan blade rows is shown in Figure 3.3. Important

blade characteristics are summarized below:

Number of blades per row stator rows - 37,
rotor rows - 24

Stationary blade details:

Blade span (constant) 2.80 in. (7.11 cm.)

Blade chord (constant), c 1.75 in. (4.44 cm.)

Blade section thickness/chord 6 %
ratio, t/c

Blade settiug angle 26.0' -9 r = 7.59 in.

Rotor blade details:

Blade span (conutantu) 2.80 in. (7.11 cm.)

Blade chord (constant), c 1.70 in. (4.32 cmi.)i
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Blade section maximum thickness/ 12 %
chord ratio, t,,,./c

PNade setting angle 65.00 4 r = 7.59 in.

The two-stage, axial-flow fan was driven by a 7-1 HP cradled D.C. dynamonie-
2

ter. Variable volta.;e control for the dynamometer was provided by a General Elec-

tric speed variato,; which permitted testing within a range of shaft speed from 500

rpm minimum to : rpm maximum. Rotor speed was measured with a frequency

counter mounted on the dynr momueter shaft, A General Electric voltage variac was

added to the control circuitry of th, GE sPeed variator to enable the rotor speed to

be adjusted mnd held constant to within ± 2 rpm. Rotational speed was measured

with a frequency counter mounted on the dynanionieter shaft. Further details about

the two-stage, low-speed, axia,-flow fan may be found in reference [10].

3.2.1 Two-stage fani performance tests

With the two-stage Vall. one-stage and two-stage overall performance tests involv-

ing different circunxk., c.,tial variations of stator lhlade setting angles were performed

at shaft speeds of 2000 rpim and 1600 rpm. respectively. Circumferential variations in

stationary blade setting angle set in the two-stage fan builds involved resetting both

stationary rows of the fan with identical blade setting angle variations. The stator

rows were aligned axiaily so thlmt, the identical variations were in phase geomet rically.

The overall performance clharacteristics of the fan, namely, fan head-rise and

flowrate, were measured and non-dimiensionaiiwed into the totaI-head rise coefficient

and flow coeflicient shown in Equations (3.61 ,nd (3.7). Tlh fain head-rise was mea-

sured with a wall static pressure r: l locatied one [',ttn diameter downtstream of Hihe
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Figure 3.3: Blade-to-blade view of two-stage. axial-flow fan blade rows
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fan exit. The fan flowrate was measured with a pitot-tube traverse of five equal areas

located in the downstream ductwork.

.p + pV,*2/2 :.6)

p(RP M)' D2

'.,,,= (3.7).

The stall point for the two-stage fan was determined by listening for the un-

mistakable sound produced by the stalling fan. The fan flowrate was slowly reduced

using fractional turns of the fan cone shaped throttle. With each turn, overall per-

formance data were collected. The data taken before the audible detection of stall

were considered to be for the stall point operatiing condition. Because stall pot~inlt.

data were consistent throughout a data run and did not vary significantly from run

to run or from day to flay, it was felt that the error baud for these measurements was

within the symbol used.

3.2.2 Axial-flow fan results

The General Electric, two-stage axial-flow fan was tested in a variety of conligu-

rations and the results are presentedl in this subseetion. Values of reduced frequency,

K, at the stall limit for several of the GE fan one-stage and two-stage configurations

tested are summarized in Table :3.1. Also included in Table 3.1 are brief comments

about the stall limit observed.

Single-stage results presented iu Table 3.1 suggest that as the amplitiu(le of blade

setting aUngle, Alb, was increased from 10 to 5°, (With the reduced frequency at stall

remaining cotnstatnt) the stall margiii was also increased. Comparison of single-stage

builds where A(P = 5"' and AO - 7' showed no additional increabe in the stall margiii
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Table 3.1: Summary of two-stage fan builds and results

Estimated Blade setting angle
Number of reduced frequency amplitude

stages at stall, Kit~al A (, ° Tests results
I 0.3 1 no discernible change

from baseline

0.3 :3 slight increase in stall
margin with a decrease in
head rise coeflicient

0.3 modest increase in stall
margin- with a decreatse in
head rise coefficient.
Figure 3.4

1 0.3 7 modest increase in stall
margin with a decrease in
head rise coefficient

2 0.3 nmodest increase in stall
margin with no change in
head rise coefficient
Figure 3.5

2 0,6 5 no discernible change
from baseline

0.3 7 slight increase in stall
margin with a slight decrease
in head rise coefficient

2 0.2 no discernible chang,
from baseline
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suggesting tlhia tn optiIumu blade setting angle amplit ude was reached. Shown in

Figure :3.4 is a comparison of one-stage baseline performance and modified compressor

performance in which a sinusoidal variation in blade setting angle was used. The

modified performance shows a slight drop in head rise but also an increase in stall

margin. This increase in stall margin was modest. at best but was very repeatable.

Two-stage fan tests proceeded with the at;iplitude of setting angle variation set.

in the range of optitmum results seen with the one-stage variations, A comparison

of data for two-stage builds involving a reduced frequency at stall held constant

at a value of 0.3 and the blade setting angle amlplitudes varying from 5" to 7".

suggests a decrease in stall margin with an increase in angle amplitude, lResults

of Table :3.1 also suggest that when the reduced frequency was doubled to 0,60 or

reduced to 0.20 no additional increase in stall margin was noticed, This indicated

that the optimum reduced frequency was near a value of 0.30. Shown in Figure

3,5 is a comparison between two-stage baseline compressor and modified compressor

performance in which a sinusoidal variation in blade setting angle was used. The

figure illustrates the improvemetnt. in stall margin with no degradation in overall

compressor head-rise, Again, the improvement in stall margin was modest but very

repeat able.

The results obtained by simple tests performed on the one-stage and two-stage

configurations of the GE axial-flow fan led to some importatit observations. The

relative magnit ide of stall margin increase seemed to be most noticeable when the

reduced frequency value at !;tall, K,,,1, was near 0.3 and the stator blade setting angle

amnplitude, A, was in the range from 5° to 7'. Further, because of the small differ-

ences ini performance involved it ",va, i iportant to conifirmll all results by re_)cati ig
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tests several times. Finally, the benefit of multistage operation is shown by compar-

ing one-stage and two-stage fan tests. Test results suggest. that the loss in head-rise

is more pronounced for the one-stage fan tests ti, 'he two-,t.age fan tests. The stall

margin increases for t.he two-stage configuratio-ns seemed to be slightly higher than

those for the one-stage configurations.
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3.3 Three-Stage Axial-Flow Compressor

In Figure 3.6 is a sketch of the three-stage, low-speed, axial-flow compressor

apparatus used in the experimental investigation. A smooth gradually contracting

inlet to the compressor guided the flow entering the inlet guide vane (IGV) row and

three 'downstream sets of rotor-stator stages. A blade-to-blade view of the three-

stage, axial-flow compressor blade rows is shown in Figure 3.7. The IGV row and

the three identicPl rotor-stator stages were within an annulus having constant hub

(11.22 in. (0.285 m)) and tip (1.6.06 in. (0.406 m )) diameteýrs, resulting in a hub/tip

radius ratio of 0.702. All stationary blade rowe had the same number of blades

(37). These blades were cantilever mounted from the outer annulus wall onl separate

ring assemblies which could be moved circumferentially either independently or in

groups. The rotor blade rows each included the same number of blades (38) that

were attached on rings on a conmtmlon drum with corresponding blade stacking axes

aligned axially. All of the blades were constructed of a plastic material (Monsanto

ABS) with British ('4 sections stacked to form a free vortex design.

Overall blade characteristics for the three-stage. low-speed, axial-flow research

compressor are summarized below:

Number of blades per row IGV and stator rows - 37,
rotor rows - 38

IGV blade details:

Blade span (Const ant) 2.40 in. (6.10 cm)

Blade chord (constant), c 1.20 in. (3.05 ciii.)

Blade section muaximuni thickness/ 10 %
chord ratio, t,,,,a,/c
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FLOW

INLET GUIDE VANE ROW

FIRST STAG;E ROTOR ROW

FIRST STAGE STATOR POW

SECOND STAGE ROTOR ROW

SECOND STAXGE STATOR ROW

THIRD STAGE ROTOR ROW

THIRD STAGcE STATOR ROW

Figure 3.7: Blacde-to-bladce view of three-stage. axial-flow compressor blade row.
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Blade setting angle 13.,9' 4 r = 7.40 in.

Stator blade details:

Blade span (constant.) 2.40 in. (6.10 cm)

Blade chord (constant), c 1.20 in. (3.05 cm.)

Blade section maximum thickness/ 10 %
chord ratio, t,,,,,/C

Blade setting angle :.5.8" 4 r - 7.,t0 in.

Rotor blade details:

Blade span (constant) 2.40 in. (6.10 cm)

Blade chord (constant), c 1.20 in. (3.05 cm.)

Blado section maximum thickness/ 10 %
chord ratio, t,,,./,

Blade setting angle -:33,9" 9 r 6.21 in.

The compressor discharged into a downstream duct (see Figure :3.6) which in-

cluded an air straightening section, a venturi flow rate meter, a diffuser section, and

an adjustable outlet-throttle plate. The compressor was driven by an 11 kW thyris-

tor controlled variable speed (300 to 3000 rpm) D.C. motor mounted on air bearings.

Shaft speed was measured with a frequency counter and a magnetic pickup off a

60-toothed gear on the rotor shaft. 'ite motor speed was controlled by a multiturn

helical potentiometer balanced against a feedback voltage from a dc t.achogenerator

which rotated with the motor shaft. It was possible to maintain a constant rotor

speed to within t I rpm. Further details about the three-stage, low-speed, a.xial-flow

compressor may be found in reference [l1.1.
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3.3.1 Three-stage compressor performance tests

The three-stage, low-speed, axial-flow compressor performance tests were per-

formed to validate and extend results observed with the two-stage axial-flow fan. In

addition to determining the overall unstalled performance characteristic of the coni-

pressor, the stall hysteresis loop was also measured. The majority of tests performed

on the three-stage axial-flow compressor involved varying the inlet guide vane (IC4V)

row setting angles only. The different blade setting angle patterns were achieved by

setting individual IGV row vane setting angles according to Equatiois (3.1), (3.2).

or (3.3). Another compressor test involved setting the inlet guide vanes and the first.

and second stage stator blades with identical circumferentially varying setting angle

patterns after Equation (3,1) and lining up the patterns axially. One final set of tests

involved setting all the inlet guide vanes either 6' more or 6' less than the baseline

setting angle.

Overpll compressor performauce data were measured and non-dimensionalized

to obtain values of total-head rise coefficient and flow coefficient calculated with

Equations (3.8) and (3.9). respectively. Compressor flowrate was measured with a

calibrated venturi flow meter located in the exit ductwork while compressor pressure

rise was measured with a static wall pressure tap located at the compressor discharge.

b) - z (:3 .8 )

tip

Q" (3.9)

Data for two different rotor speeds (1400 and 2000 rpm) were obtained in order

to examine the effect of different rotatiouat speeds on compressor stall p)erformfance
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and hysteresis.

The stall point for the three-stage compressor was detected by listening for an

unmistakable and distinct audible change in sound p-roduced by the stalling compres-

sor. This audible detect. ti of stall was iccompanied by a sudden drop in flowrate

and head rise. Considerable care was taken in measuring thie s4lll point. Experiments

near the stall point involved slowly moving the throttle to a more closed position t.o

reduce the overall flowrate while keeping the rotational speed constant. Fractional

adjustments in the throttle position made possiible an approach to the stall point.

in very small increments. MIeasurements were taken with each change in throttle

position. The measurements of overall performance taken just before the audible de-

tection of stall occurred were considered to be for the stall point operating condition.

During any test, the stall point was approached and detected at minimun, of 5 or 6

times. These tests were repeated on subsequent days to verify the repeatability of

the results. Because stall point data were c'onsistent throughout a data run and did

not vary significantly from run to run or from clay to clay, it was felt. that the error

band for these measurements was within the symbol used.

For the three-stage compressor, the stall recovery point was detected by opening

the throttle and thus increasing the Ilowrate. Again, fractional adjustments of the

throttle to more open positions were used to approach the stall recovery point in small

increments. The measurcients taken just before the conipcessor recovere(l from stall

were considered to be for the stall recovery point operating condition.
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3.3.2 Three-stage compressor iesults

The three-stage axial-flow compressor was tested with a variety of circumferential

variations of stationary row blade setting angles and the results are presented in this

section. One set of tests involviing circumferential variations of stationary blades in

all stages was conducted. A final set of performance tests involved setting all the

inlet guide vanes either 6" more or 6' less than the baseline setting angle. Stationary

row blade setting angles were varied according to Equations (3.1). (3.2) and (3.3).

which represent, the sinusoidal, rectified Sine wave, and asymmnetric blade setting

angle variations, respectively. The selection of appropriate setting angle patterns was

guided by results from tests performed with the two-stage axial-flow fan ais well as

by observations made as tests involving the different modifications to the three-stage

compressor were completed, Stall hysteresis loops were ascertained andl compared to

baseline data. The four important stall hysteresis 1oo1) operating points correspond

to the operating points of the compressor just before stall, just after stall, just before

coming out. of stall, and just. after coming out of stall.

The first set of results discussed corresponds to tests performed with the setting

angles of inlet guide vane row blades varying circumferentially in a pattern estab-

lished by Equation (3.1). For these tests, the amplitude of setting angle variation,

A(b, remained essentially constant and the reduced frequency at stall. K.,,1, was

systematically altered by changing the number of setting angle variation cycles per

rotor revolution, ,.. Two different rotor speeds, 1400 and 2000 rpm, were used.

The number of setting angle variation cycles per rotor revolution, it, took on

vldueb of I cycle/rev, 2 cycles/rev, :3 cycles/rev, and I cycles/rev, which resulted in

Values of reduced frequency at stall, IC',j, of 0.09, 0.19, 0.28, atnd 0.37, respectively,
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Of these four schedules, the best results were seen with the 2 cycles/rev pattern.

Ki'wl 7= 0.19. In Figure 3.8 is shown a comparison between baseline and modified

compressor performance dat•a for the 2 cycles/rev lpattern. For K,,,, = 0.09, the stall

performnance was worse than for the baseline configuration. For Kt. . 0.28, only

a slight imnprovement, no1t as Much as for K,,1 = 0,19, was observed. For Kt.. =

0.37, less inprovement that for ," 0,28 was noted, Results of tests performed

at a higher rotationzal speed (2000 rpm) show nearly identical results as for the lower

rotational speed (1400 rpm). Again, the Atall point and recovery improvements were

most noticeable in the 2 cycles/rev sc.:heduling of inlet guide vane row blade setting

angles.

The next set of experiments performed with the three-stage, axial.flow comupres-

sor involved rectified sine wave variations of inlet guide vane setting angles established

by Equation (3.2). The blade setting angle variations were periodic half-sine waves

set in either a positive (larger than baseline setting angles) or negative (smaller than

baseline angles) mode which resulted respectively in either an overall decreased or

increased loading of' the downstrea•n rotor blades. Different frequencies of increased

or decreased loading were obtained by selecting an appropriate number of periodic

hailf-sine wave variations per rotor revolution. The amplitude of the periodic half-sine

wave variations was held constanit at 6".

When he inlet giide vatnes were set. with positive lalf-sine wave variations, a

significant unloadinug of the compressor from baseline re.alted for two (Iifferent half-

sine wave frequencies, namaely, 2 cycles per rotor revolution and ,4 cycles per rotor

revolution. The stall hysteresis 1001) involved aIn Unusual "kink" ini recovery from

stall as shown in Figure 3.9. When the inlet guide vanes were set. with negative half-
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sine wave variations, slightly mort: head rise but. no significant change in stall point.

from baseline performance were noted. Also, the negative half-sine wave variations

resulted in more hysteresis compare-' to baseline, see Figure 3.10.

A third set ol tests performed with the three-stage axial-flow compressor in-

volved the inlet guide vanes set in asymmetric blade setting angle variation patterns

according to Equaition (3.3). The purpose of these variations was to achieve a higher

overall loading of the dowustream rotor blades and some delay of stall onset.

Using asymmetric variations, two different tests were performed in which the

number of setting angle variation cycles per rotor revolution, it, remained constant

at 2, and the amplitudes of setting angle variation, A! 1 and A(,.12, were altered.

In Figure 3.11 are shown results of a coniprison between baseline and modified

compressor porformance for which A01 = 16' smaller than baseline (rotor loading)

and A, 2 = 8' larger than baseline (rotor unloading). These data suggest that this

asymmetric variation resulted in an improvement in the stall point and also a higher

head rise compared to baseline. Results from the second asymmetric variation in

inlet guide vane setting angle with it 1 2, A~t = 200 smaller tharm haseline, and A0 2

= 10' larger than bas:line indicated at higher head rise but degradation rather than

improvement in the stall point. For hoth asymnmetric variations of 1C V blade setting

angle, any ill) rovement. in stall recovery was uncertain,

Additional performance tests were conducted with the inlet guide vanes, and the

first aid sccond stage stator blades set in siiisoidal setting angle variation patterns

according to Eiquat.ion (3.1). For these tests, ? =. 3 (K,(,11 - 0.28) and _(l = 6'. This

1no,'ified compressor (see Figure 3.12) produced less head rise and stalled earlier than

the baseline compiessor. In contrast, the compressor build involving only inlet guide
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vanes set. in a sinusoidal pattern with n = :3 and &o = 6' suffered less head rise loss

in conaparison with this compressor and the baseline compressor. Also, periodically

setting the inlet guide vanes only resulted in a slight delay in stall onset compared

to baseline.

The final set of performance tests on the three-stage compressor involved setting

all the inlet guide vanes either (" more or 6" less than the baseline setting angle. A 6"

change from the baseline setting angle was chosen because much of the previous data

involved variations that used an amplitude of setting angle variation. A,0, of 6'. In

particular, all the sinusoidal variations (with the exception of one, _o, of -S") in inlet

guide vane setting angle used a AO of 6". in addition. all rectified variations (loaded

and unloaded) in blade setting angle used an amplitude of setting angle variation

equal to 6". Some interesting observations were made from these performance tests.

The two modifications to the baseline compressor involved setting all the inlet

guide vanes either 6'3 more than the baseline blade setting angle or 6" less that

the baseline blade setting angle. The overall result of these two inlet guide vane

modifications was an unloading and loading the compressor, respectively, compared

to baseliae performance. In Figures 3.13 and :3.14 are shown the overall performance

data where the baseline configuration of the compressor is compared to the modified

compressor configurations in which all inlet guide ianes were set 6' more than or 6'

less than the baseline blade setting angle, respectively.

Figure 3.13 suggests that when the inlet guide vanes are set 6) more than the

baseline blade setting angle, a significant unloading of the compressor occurs at all

flowrates. The drop it total-head rise coefficient. is such that no conclusion can be

drawvn as to the stall margin improvemeint of this modification. Also noted is tihe

-L imIII I I I I -
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strange stall hysteresis behavior. The modified compressor performance suggests

that two stall recovery points exist for this configuration. When unthrottled, the

compressor recovers quickly but not entirely. Further unthrottling is necessary to

completely recover the compressor from the stalled condition. This unusual behavior

suggests that one part of the modified compressor may be operating in a stalled

condition while another part. operates unstalled. The similarity of Figure 3.9 and

Figue 3.13 is unmistakable. Figure 3.9 involved a rectified variation of inlet guide

vane setting angle with a +6' amplitude of setting angle in a 2/rev manner. The

unloading of the compressor from baseline behavior is evident but is slightly less than

the compressor configuration which reset all blades 6' more than baseline. Again,

the unusual hysteresis behavior is noted for this configuration its well.

Figure 3.14 reflects those results in which all inlct guide vanes were set 6" less

than the baseline blade setting angle. This figure suggests that a slight loading of

the compressor is accomplished at higher flowrates, but diminishes at lower flowrates.

The stall point for this modification occurs at a higher flowrate indicating a signifi-

cant stall margin degradation from baseline. The stall hysteresis behavior no longer

exhibits the unusual two part recovery, but is simply shifted to the higher flowrates.

If these performance data. are compared with those of Figure 3.10. which involved a

rectified variation of inlet guide vane setting angle with a -6' amplitude of setting

angle in a 2/rev manner, some interesting observations can be made. Figure 3.10

indicates that no penalty in stall margin occurs with the rectificd variation, whereas

Figure :3.14 indicates that a significant stall margin pen.alty occurs when all blades

are set 6V less than baseline. This observation suggests that there is a benefit in the

unsteady loading of the compressor compared to what happens with a static loading



of the compressor.

3.4 Detailed Flow Meaj.urements for Three-Stage Compressor

For the purpose of identifying some of the detailed flow characteristics caused by

the blade setting angle variations, the acquisition of detailed flow measurements (ve-

locity angle and magnitude) behind the inlet guide vanes was accomplished with the

low-speed, three-stage compressor. These measurements, however, were not possible

oni the Pratt & Whitney intermediate-speed, three-stage compressor. The low-speed

compressor measurements confirmed that the absolute flow angle changed as a result

of the blade setting angle variation in the inlet guide vane row. In this case, detailed

measurements were perfornied for the most productive inlet guide vane setting angle

patterns (in terms of stall margin improvement) and were acquired over a portion of

the flow path cross-section area at. various flow rates.

The detailed measurements were taken with a United Sensor total-pressure co-

bra probe. The cobra probe was positioned in an L. C. Smith probe actuator and

was mounted on the compressor outer casing. The c:,bra probe head was located

downstream of the inlet guide vane exit in the measurement plane shown in Figure

3.1,5. Absolute flow angle measurements were accomplished by positioning the angle

of the cobra probe such that the two sidc prcssures were identical as indicated by a U-

tube manometer, These absolute flow angle measurements were limited to freestream

flow regions because erroneous results occur when measuring in total-pressure (ve-

locity) gradient regions. Different circumferential measurements were accomplished

by movement of the inlet guide vanes in a independent ring assembly relative to

thc cobra probe position, Ten different circumferential measurement locations were



Flow

Inlet Guide Vanes

iii , , , li 1 ••,Measurement Plane

1 11 21

First Stage Rotor

Figure :3.1-5: Measurement plane fu detailed measurements at the exit of the inlet
guide vane row



used for each blade passage (see Figure 3.15) and two complete blade passages were

surveyed per test. These circumferential detailed measurementts were performed at

five different immersion depths from the outer casing, namely, 10, 30, .50, 70 arid 90

percents of span. Detailed mneasurements were examined at a flowrate condition near

stall where (k equaleEd 0.353 and at the compressor design point where ck equaled

0.420.

Detailed measurements were performed on the baseline configuration of the

three-stage compressor as well as two candidate modified compressor configurations

(with circuniferentially varying stationary blade setting angle patterns). Tile two

modified compressor configurations were those that resulted in the most noticeable

increase in stall margin improvement compared to baseline perfortlance. The first

modified compressor was one that employed at sinusoidal variation of inlet guide vane

setting angle with the amplitude of setting angle variation, A0 = 6", and the number

of setting angle variations per rotor revlut.ion, n = 2 (K = 0.1.9), The second modi-

fied compressor modification used an asymmetric variation of inlet guide vane setting

angle with A01 = 16' and A02 = 8' and n z 2 (K = 0.19). For these two candidate

setting angle variations, detailed measurements (velocity angle and magnitude) were

acquired( behind the inlet guide vanes set the maximum and minimum setting angle

amplitudes from the baseline setting angle. It was determined that these surveyed

regions would be sufficient to adequately describe the exit flow around the entire cir-

cuinference of the compressor. In Figure :3.16 is shown the regions in which detailed

measurements were acquired for the sinusoidal variation (AP = 6', n = 2/rev) and

the asymmetric variation (A01 = 160, A4• = 8', n = 2/rev). For the asymmetric

variationl, the maximum setting angle variation region (A h i +8°) was iiot surveyed
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due to the proximity of the results with the sinusoidal variation where A,; =:--6" was

surveyed,

In Figure :3.17 is shown a typical total-pressure measurement survey for the

baseline compressor configuration at. the design point and near stall operating point

covering two complete blade passages. The dashed lines separate the freestream flow

regions and wake regions where absolute flow angle measurements were possible and

not possible, respectively. The total-pressure (velocity) gradient flow regiuns are due

to watkes being shed from the inlet guide vanes upstream. The cobra probe side

pressure ports could not, be equalized in these regions and therefore, absolute flow

angle measurements were not possible.

In Tables 3.2 and 3.3 are shown the absolute flow angle measurements for the

baseline compressor configuration ati the near stall point ((D = 0.353) and the design

operating point (('P = 0.420) for immersion depths of 10, :30, 50, 70 and 90{ percent

of span. The data presented are the average absolute flow angles for the two blade

passages surveyed. The data of Tables 3.2 and 3,3 suggest that the absolute flow angle

ranges from about 16' to 300 for both near stall point data and design operating point

data and not only varies from hub to tip but circumferentially as well. The tabular

data also suggest that i he inlet guide vane performance (absolute flow angle values)

at the design point is nearly identical to the performance near stall. This notion is

consistent with the idea that inlet guide vane behavior, especially turning angle, is

independent of flowrate variations at low inlet Mach numbers (less than 0.3).

In Tables 3.4 through 3.7 some of the actual angle differences from the baseline

flow angles measured are presented for two blade setting angle variations. Additional

detailed flow measurement data are tabulated in Appendi.,x A. Those regions surveyed
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"Table :3.2: Absolute flow angle (°), baseline, (P 0.353

Circumferential % Ihizu.
Position 10 :30 .50 70 90

1
2 20.6 19.1 16.0

:3 22.1 22.5 20.8 19.8 16.5
4 25.4 23.7 21.8 20.1 17,4
5 26.3 24.6 22.8 20.7 18.1
6 26.7 25.1 2:3.7 21.6 18.7
7 27.7 25.8 25.3 22.7 19.6
8 29.5 27.1 26.0 2:3.8 20.5
9 28.5 27.0 -

10
Ave. 26.3 2.5.3 23.0 21.8 18.1

Table 3.3: Absolute flow angle (°), baseline, 'D 0.420

Ciircumferential % 1111111,
Position .10 30 50 70 90

2 19.6 19.5 17.8
3 24.0 22.1 20.8 18.6 17.3
4 25.4 23.2 21.2 19.41 17.9
5 26.6 23.4 22.2 20.3 17.9
6 26.6 24.4 22.5 20.5 18.1
7 27.8 25.4 2,4.6 22.1 19.2
8 28.8 27.1 27.3 2:3.2 20.7
9 - 241.8 22.2
10 -

Ave. 26.5 23.6 22.6 20.8 19.0

i ii _II



are shown in Figure 3.16 and were taken at. flow coefficient, values of 0-:353 and 0.420,

The data are repetitive in that the angles for flow near stall and at. the design point

are nearly identical as expected. The data, however, indicate some important. results,

In tables 3.4 and 3.5 are tabulated the flow angle differences from the baseline flow

angle from a survey taken behind three blad,.; set to the most. positive incrementls

(6' ) of' a sinusoidal blade setting angle variation. These data suggest. that. there is

little difference existing between the measurements taken at two different flowrates,

These tables also show the actual turning accomplished by the +6V blade setting

angle variation varies from approximately +4" to +8° and has an average of about

Therefore, the actual turning behind three inlet guide vanes set approxinratoly

-(6" from the baseline setting angle is about -5.5".

In Table 3.6 is tabulated the detailed flow data at a flow condition near stall from

a surveyed region where three blades were set approximately -6" from the baseline

setting angle. This table again illustrates that the desired turning of the flow behind

the inlet guide vanes was being accomplished, The angles of the surveyed region vary

from -2' to -7" and the actual turning angle averages are slightly below -60 with

an average of -5.6'. This actual turning is very close to tile anticipated flow angle

change of -6".

In Table :3.7 are tabulated angular data from a surveyed region w.ere three

blades were set approximately - 16'" from t lie baseline setting T..,e, ".'hese turning

angle values suggest that, slightly more turning was being accoinplishted than ex-

pected. The turning angle va jation fruioi the baselinic value ranged fromu -11' It

-21 anid averaged about - •8".. This actual t urning is slightly more thani expected

but nevertheless close to the anticipated turning of --- 16'.



Table 3.4: Absolute flow angle (°) variation from baseline. -6' 2/rev. b = 0.353

.rcumferential % hmm.
Position 10 30 50 70 90

1

2 + -5.7 5.4 ±5.2
3 -7.8 +6.2 +6.3 -5.1 ±5.2
4 +6.7 +5.4 -,6.3 +ý-5.3 +4.9

5 +6.4 -- 5.3 -6.0 u,5.2 +5.0
6 ±ý-6.5 -!- 5.4 +5..9 +-4.6 -4.6
7 -6.2 +5.2 --5.3 +4.4 -4.7

8 +5.2 -4.2 +6.1 ±5.4 ±4.4
9 -

10 - -

Ave. C..5 +5.3 +5.9 +5.1 -4.9

Table 3.5: Absolute ffow angle (°) variation fEom baseline, -60 'rev, (D 0.420

Circumferential • hm.
P'9sition 10 30 50 70 90

'1 -+6.7

j -4.8 -.5.4 -1-3.5 +6.3 -4.3
4 --5.8 --6.1) +6.0 +6.0 -41.2

-5.4 ±6.6 +5.9 +±5.3 --4.
(3 ,5.9 .'6.1 +5.8 --5.2
7 "-5-.5 -5 +5.8 -,- o +-5.5 -4.7

8 -5.7 +4.6 +2.8 +5.6 9
9 + 5.,4

Av . . -- 5.2 3 -1 -4.5
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Table :3.6: Absolute flow angle (°) variation from baseline. -6' 2!rev. p = 0.35:3

Circumferential % Irin.
Position 10 30 .50 70 90

1
2 -5.6 -6.3 -5,5
3 -2.3 -5.1 -4.8 -6.2 -6.0

4 -3.2 -5.7 -5.6 -. 5.9 -5.8
5 -. 5.4 -6.1 -5.9 -6.0 -5.8
6 -5.3 -5.9 -5.6 -6.2 -5.9
7 -5.4 -5.8 -6.2 -6.7 -5.6
8 -5.7 -6.2 -. ,.7 -6.3 -5.5
9 .

10 - -

Ave. - 1.9 -5.8 -5.6 -6.2 -5.7

Table 3.7: Absolute flow angle (0) variation irom baseline, -16' 2/rev, (D 0.3.53

Circumferenw l % hum.
Positiol, 10 30 50 70 90

1
2 - -21.0 -17.1
3 -16.4 -18.5 -17.8 -18.7 -15.4
4 -17.8 -18.2 -17.8 -17.0 -14.9
5 -!8.5 -18.0 -17.6 -16.0 -14.1

6 -17.9 -17.4 -16.8 -16.0 -13.7
7 -18.0 -17.3 -17.3 -15.8 -- 12.6
8 -17.5 -17.1 -15.( -15.7 -11.4
9
10 - -

Ave. -- 17.7 -17.8 -17.2 -17.2 -14.2
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3.4.1 Velocity diagram calculations using detailed measurements

In Chapter 5 of this dissertation, estimates for the reduced frequency and rotor

inlet flow angle variation are made using a simplified approach outlined in reference

[121. These estimates were made for midspan geometry only at the stall condition.

The radial survey of detailed measurements discussed in the previous section can be

used to produce a more precise ca-lculation of the actual reduced frequency at stall.

K,1 t11, and the maximum and minimum rotor inlet flow angle variations. The analysis

involves using hub to tip det.ailed measurements for the baseline flow angle to solve for

the baseline velocity triangles at the stall point and/or design point. These baseline

velocity triangles are then compared to those in which detailed measurements were

taken behind those few inlet guide vanes reset to the minimum and maximum setting

angle amplitudes from baseline.

ill order to conutruct blade velocity diagrams from detailed measurements, the

radial static pressure distribution at the exit to the inlet, guide vanes must be calcu-

lated. This is accomplished by solving the hydrodynamic equation of equilibrium for

the flow exiting the inlet guide vanes. Assuming radial velocities are equal to zero.

the hydrodynamic equation of equilibrium can be written,

l0P V/'2
-p 

(3.10)p Or r

or

OP _ PV, 2  
3.1)

or I :311
From blade velocity triangie relations,

V6 = V sinJ (3.12)
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Substitution of Equation (3.12) ir.to Equation (3.11) results in,

OP pV2'• sin- ,3-3 (3.13)

And using Bernoulli's equation for incompressible flow,

p ,2 p,P + - P- (3.14)

or

S(3.15)

Substituting this result into Equation (:3.13) gives the final form of the hydrodynamic

equation of equilibrium which is written as

OP 2sinj 3(pt - P)ý7 = (3.16)
Or r

Equation (3.16) indicates that a knowledge of the total-pressure, Pt, and the

absolute flow angle. J. at different radial locations, r, may be used to solve the static

pressure 1i- I ribltiion. The average values of the absolute flow angle and total-pressure

circumferential 6urvv at different, radial lucations given in the previous section and

in Appendix .\ were lisod in 1h1w anmly. i . i•lquatiun (3. 16) was solved on a computer

using a. curvo-fil It iIt agori hil altiig ,% iti au initial estimate for the static pressure

dis I rib u tioi. Because d,'tailed iiicasurencit.; were acquired ;t. five lifferent radii,

i'amel(1 '0, 3U, -(i, TO) atiiU 9U percent immersion depths. a five point curve-titting

algnrilhin wab usod. The initial estimate for the static pressure distribution involved

uZlmg I In: in1cus iired value of static wall prc-.- ure and a straight litie variation of ;I atic

prles'sure fIil Ind) to tip. The algorithmi t hen adjustIed the. individual static pressure

val, i t tI he five dilh'reil. radii in sucCt :,:;iv," iterations until til?ý left hand side of
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Equation (3.t16) equaled the right hand side for the different radial locations. With

the static distribution solution, the blade velocity diagrams were constructed with. the

use of Equation (3.15) for the absolute velocity, V. Equation (3.12) and Equations

(5.4) through (5.9) of Chapter

The process of solving for the static pressure distribution and blade velocity tri-

angles was repeated for an operating condition near stall and at the design operating

point. In Tablz 3.8 are summarized the results of the baseline velocity diagram cal-

culations. These data are the static pressure, P,,, absolute flow angle, -31, absolute

flow velocity, V1, absolute tangential velocity, V',, blade velocity, U,, relative tangen.

tial velocity, w81, axial velocity, V-, relative velocity, wl, relative flow angle, 3' and

the reduced frequency at stall, , for each radial location, The value of K,,t,,u is

calculated from the following equation,

K 14.66= (:3.17)
U31

Equation (3.17) is derived by rearranging Equation (3.5), V = wl, and substituting

values for n, c and RPM., where

n - 2 cycles per rotor revolution

c = 1.20 in.

RPM = 1400 rpm

Further calculation of the minimum and maximum rotor inlet flow angle variation

frrm the babeli ae value may be made by using absolute flow angle measurements for

cirri,'mfere.,tial blade setting angle variations. For this calculation, it is assumed

that the axial velocity remains constant from humb to tip regardless of the imposed

variation ir, in!et guide vane setting angle. Therefore, the axial velocities calculated
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from the baseline detailed measurement data become the axial velocities for the

modified velocity diagram calculations. By using the following equation,

V- I•, (:3.18)

Cos

and Equations (.5.4) through (.5.9) this is accomplished.

In Tables 3.9 through 3.11 are tabulated some of the velocity triangle calculations

for those niodified compressor detailed 'neasurements whose regions are shown in

Figure 3.16. Additional velocity triangle calculations for the design point conditions

are tabulated in Appendix B. Of particular importance in these tables is the rotor

inlet flow angle variation from baseline, 'xf'1. This quantity is a measure of rotor

loading or unloading from hub to tip. A A3d' value of +1.0° would indicate a increase

in rotor relative flow angle of 1.00 when the rotor passes through the particular setting

angle variation. Similarly, a A'_ value of -1.0° would indicate a decrease in rotor

relative flow angle of 1.0'.

A comparison is made between the detailed measurement calculations and the

estimated values for the reduced frequency and rotor inlet flow angle variation for the

three-stage compressor. Because estimated values of reduced frequency and extent of

rotor inlet flow angle variation exist only for midspan geometry, these values are com-

pared. Table 3.8 indicates that the midspan reduced frequency at stall from detailed

measurements is 0.19. This value is identical to the estimated value for midspan

reduced frequency at. stall (I, 11 = 0.19). Also, iuidspan values for the extent of

rotor inlet flow angle variation calculated with detailed data are nearly identical to

estimated values (Table 5.4). This comparison suggests that the original estimates

for reduced frequency and extent of rotor inlet flow alnglC variatien are accurate. This
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conclusion is important in determining the blade setting angle variation for the Pratt

& Whitney compressor.
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Table 3.8: Detailed flow measurement data, baseline, D = 0.353

Pet 3 V ', VI wU, i, w1  'Y3 KRF
hum. lb/in 2  (°) ft/s ft/s ft/s ft/s ft/s ft/s (°)

10 -0,010:3 18.1 36.60 11.37 94.81 83.44 :34,79 90.40 67.4 0.16

:30 -0.0105 21.8 :36.92 13.71 88.94 75.23 :34,28 82,67 6,5.- 0.18

50 -0.0107 23.0 :37.30 14.57 83.08 68.51 :34.33 76.63 6:3.4 0.19

70 -0.0110 25.3 37.74 16.1.3 77.21 61.08 :34.12 69.96 60.8 0.21

90 -0.0113 26.3 38.35 16.99 71.35 54.:36 :34,38 64:32 57.7 0.2:3

Table 3.9: Detailed flow measurement data. 46' 2/rev. P = 0.353

%hiii V, 1 10 (1 U10 v." U, 3' A3'
( ) ( f t l,'S ) ( f f /l ) ( f t l .• I ts ) ( ]t 3 t / s ) !f t / •- ) ( ° ( "

10 2:3.0 37.79 14.77 94.81 80.04 :34.79 87.27 66.5 -0.9

:30 26.2 :38.21 16.87 88.94 72.07 34.28 79.81 64.6 -0.9

50 28.9 39.21 18.95 8:3.08 64.13 :34.33 72.7-1 61.8 -1.6

70 :30.1 39.,1.1 19.78 77.21 57.43 34.12 66.80 59.3 -1.5

90 :3:3.5 41.23 22.76 11.35 48.59 34,348 59.52 51.7 -3.0
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Table 3.10: Detailed flow me:asuzement data. -6" 2/rev, p = 0.353

% 11111. ,31 V', IVY 'L, 11", . ,' X '
( ) (f t!.s (.I-t St ) (f //lq) 0'1,/.•) (ft I";-) (ftls) (• °

10 12.8 3:5.68 7.90 94.81 86.91 34.79 93.61 68.2 +0.8

30 14.9 35.47 9.12 88.94 79.82 34.28 86.87 66.8 +1.3

50 17.4 35.98 10.76 83.08 72,32 34.33 80.05 64.6 -1.2

70 18.6 36.00 11.48 77.21 65.73 34.12 74.66 62.6 1. "

90 21.4 :36.92 13.47 71.35 57.88 34.38 67.32 59.3 +1.6

Table 3.11: Detailed flow measurement data, -16' 2/rev, ,D 0.353

U/O 1m '3. .1T tOt U1 t¾ ,,3l '

(°) (ft/a) (ft/a) (ft/s) (ft1Us) (ft,'a) (ft/a) (C) 0)

10 :3.9 34.87 2.37 94.81 92.441 :34.79 98.77 69.4 +2-0

30 3.9 34.36 2.34 88.94 86.60 34.28 93.14 68.4 +2-9

50 6.2 34.53 3.73 8:3.08 79.35 34.33 86.46 66.6 ,-3.2

70 6.2 34.32 3.71 77.21 73.50 34.12 81.03 65.1 +4:3

90 8.9 34.80 5.38 71.35 65.97 34.38 74.39 62.5 -t-4.8
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3.5 Low-Speed Compressor Conclusions

A review of literature related to dynamic stall was accomplished to get an idea of

what reduced frequency at stall and what amplitude of blade setting angle variation

should be used for tests involving a two-stage axial-flow faan and a three-stage axial-

flow comprcssor, Preliminary tests were performed on a two-stage axial-flow fan

to investigate whether or not the stall margin of an axial-flow fan or compressor

could be improved by appropriately scheduling the setting angles of the stationary

blades upstream of a rotor, A three-stage axial-flow research compressor was tested

with a variet.: of in!.et guide vane circumferentially varying setting angle patterns

to confirm results obtained with thc two-stage fan and to reach further conclusions

about stall margin improvement capability. Additional three-stage compressor tests

were performed with inlet guide vanes and first and second stage stator blades set in

identical circuniferentially varying setting angle patterns. A final set of performance

tests were performed with all the inlet guide vanes set either 60 more or 6' less than

the baseline setting angle. Some detailed measurements of the flow exiting the inlet

guide vane row of the three-stage compressor were also acquired for the baseline

compressor configuration as well as some modified compressor configurations.

The review of relevant literature suggested that the use of a reduced frequency

value in the range from 0.30 to 0.:35 would give the most benefit in terms of improving

the stall margin of a compressor rotor row. The amplitude of airfoil oscillation, which

varied from -)" to 200 in the literature reviewed, gave guidance about the nmagnitude

cf blade setting angle, Ab, used in the tests.

Tests of the two-stage axial-flow fan indicated that for several different circum-

ferevtiat variation piluterns of 6Lator Wlade setting angle, the fan stall limit could

F MUM=-
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be moved to lower dlow coefficients. It was also noted that the magnitude of the

stall margin increase was a function of the reduced frecu ency at stall, Kt.,1, and

the amplitude of blade setting angle, A.. The optimum increase in stall Tmargin was

observed to occur when the reduced frequency at stall was near a value of 0.3 and

the amplitude of blade setting angle was in the range of A_, from 5' to 7".

Tests of the three-stage axial-flow research compressor involving a variety of cir-

cuniferentially varying IGV row blade setting angle patterns set according to Equa-

tion (3.1) suggest that stall margin, head-rise production, and stall hysteresis could

be improved by the appropriate setting of the IGV row blade setting angles in a

circumferentially varying pattteri,. For these tests, the optimum reduced frequency at.

stall for increasing the stall margin was near 0.19. In addition, a slight shift in the

"out uf stall" point with compressor modification indicates that the modified com-

presor was actually relieved from stall sooner than the baseline compressor. The

atnptiiud.! of blade setting angle, A~b, for the above mouiified :tompressor was held

.b :•31,Lt 60.

"Iislus of the three-stage axial-flow compressor with the inlet guide vanes set

according to Equation (3.2), i.e., rectified sine wave ungle variations, suggest that

on.-4idedi variations are not useful. When the rotor blades were periodicilly unloaded

oniy, tOilt drop ii hlicad-rise production from baseline was appreciable, too much to

jwtify mny ,,ain it: stall margin achieved. Wheen the rotor blades were periodically

loaded Oly,.t1hc increase in head-rise productimn was minimal and no gain in stall

imargik was observed...%A significant degradation in stall point recovery occurred.

T(ests of the threc-zag,, axial-flow comuplessor withi the inlct guide vanes set ac-

Cordintg to E"quation (3.3 ), i.e., a.,14ilimetri : angle variations, suggest that asymmetric
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angle variations can lead to increased head-rise production and improved stall margin.

However, stall recovery iulprovement was not observed. Also, larger angle variation

amplitudes result in significaut stall margin degradation.

A test of the three-stage axial-flow compressor with the inlet guide vanes, and

first and second stage stator blades all set in the same circumferentially varying

periodic and symmetrical pattern suggest that while setting an accelerating row of

blades. e.g., inlet guide vanes, in such a pattern may improve modified compressor

performance in terms of stall margin, stall hysteresis and head-rise production, sim-

ilar setting of diffusing blades, e.g., stator blades, may lead to worsened modified

compressor performance.

A set of tests was performed on the three-stage compressor in which all inlet

guide vanes were set either 60 more or less than the baseline stting angle. Results

suggested that a significant unloading of the compressor occurred when the blades

were set 6' more than baseline. Only a slightly higher loading was achieved when

the blades were set 6" less than baseline. These tests also indicated the benefit, of

periodically varying the blade setting angles around the circumference as compared

to simply setting all the blades 60 more or less than the baseline setting angle.

Detailed measurements taken on the low-speed, three-st.r ge compressor suggested

that the actual turning of the flow behind the inlet guide vanes was approximately

equal to the amplitude of setting angle variation in the inlet guide vane row. The

data also contfirmed the idea that inlet guide vane turning is independent of varying

flowrates at Mach numbers less thani 0.3. A comparison between detailed measure-

ment calculated and estimated values of reduced frequency at stall and extent of

rotor inlet flow argle variation suggest that the estimated values are valid.
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Results from the low-speed compressors suggested that slight improvemnents inl

stall margin and recovery were possible with compressor modifications using an ap-

propriate scheduling of the setting angles of the inlet, guide vanes upstream of a rotor.

The varying success of these low-speed tests was primarily a function of the setting

angle pattern used, the reduced frequency at stall, and the estimated rotor inlet, flow

angle variation. These preliminary extensions of dynamic stall notions to turboma-

chine flows suggests that further studies were warranted. For this reason, the idea for

improving the stall margin through the use of circuilferenwi ally varying stationary

blade setting angles was tested on a higher-speed, three.stage, axial-flow compressor.
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4. PRATT & WHITNEY COMPRESSOR

A Pratt & Whitney, intermediate-spced, three-stage, axial-flow research com-

pressor was used to test the effects of compressibility oin the )rolposed method for

improving the stall margin of axial-flow compressors. The research compressor and

related equipment. located in the Turbomachinery ('omponents 1{search La•ora-

torn of Iowa State University, are described in the followiiug svctions. The design and

installation of the data acquisition system used on the Pratt. k Whitney researci

compressor is also described.

4.1 Pratt & Whitney Axial-Flow Compressor

The Pratt & Whitney, interinediate-speed, three-stage, axial-flow compl)ressor is

described in this section. Shown in Figure -1.1 is the compressor test btand including

(from right to left) the drive motor, gearbox, inlet flow ductwork, compressor, flowrate

measurein,,nt section, throttle housing and exit flow ductwork. This compressor was

used for testing the effects of compressibility on tIhe propo,,d niletlhod of 'improving

thle stall margin of axial-tlow compressors.

The configuration of tlie compressor consisted of a set of inlet guide vanes fol-

lowed by three btageh of rotor and btittor blade rows (see Figur" ,4.2). The blade

rows were within an annulus having a constant tip ( 24.t000 in. (11.610 om )) (liamlter.
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Figure 4.1: Pratt &Whitney research compressor test 3tand
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Table 4.1: Pratt & Whitney compressor design specifications

Number of stages 3
Design corrected rotor speed, rpm. 5700
Design corrected mass flow, lb/sec 15.40
Design overall pressure ratio 1.350
Tip Diameter, in. 24.0
Average hub-tip ratio 0.843
Average aspect ratio 1.0
Average gap to chord ratio 0.78
Average diffusion factor 0.468

The annulus hub diameter varied from 19.876 in. (0.505 in) at the inlet to 20.590

in. (0.523 in) at the exit resulting in an average hub/tip ratio of 0.84:3. Overall com-

pressor design conditions and blade specifications are summarized in Tables 4.1 and

4.2. The inlet guide vanes were shrouded while the rotor and stator blades were can-

tilevered from the hub wheel and outer casing, respectively. The compressor blades

were precision cast from high strength aluminum alloy. The blades had cylindrical

trunions for rigid attachment to the stator blade row rings and rotor wheel carriers.

These blades cou!d be restaggered as needed.

The compressor utilized outside ambient air ducted to a large plenum surround-

ing the compressor inlet bellmouth. Air flowed through a cylindrical honeycomb flow

straightener to provide compressor inlet flow with minimum swirl. A conical throt..

tle was located downstream of the compressor exit. The throttle was used to vary

the flowrate and could be immediately relieved in the event of compressor surge or

stall. Further details about the compressor drive system, throttle and surge detection

and relief sý 5Lem are discussed in the following subsections. Additional design .Lnd

installation infoxiation was reported by Thomp on [131.
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Table 4.2: Pratt & Whitney compressor Wlading specifications

Setting Angle Setting
No. of Chord Span Aspect Radius Angle

Item Blades (in.) (in.) Ratio (in.) (I)
Inlet guide vane 100 0.700 2.100 3.000 10.963 102.2

Rotor Blades
Stage 1 44 2,013 2.005 0.996 10.998 129.99
Stage 2 47 1,895 1.885 0.995 11.058 130.17
Stage 3 50 1.790 1.778 0.993 11.110 129.86

Stator Vanes
Stage 1 46 1,932 1.943 1."06 11. 29 120.09
Stage 2 49 1.823 1.828 1.003 11.086 .22.02
Stage 3 .52 1.725 1.705 0.988 11.22 2 123.49
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4.1.1 D.C. drive motor and gearbox

The motor drive for the compressor test rig was a Westinghouse .500 HP cradled

D.C. dynamometer whichl had a speed range of 800 rpmn to 3000 rpmn. The drive

motor was powered by a R~eliance Electric Maxplus electronic drive. Additional

specifications for the D.C. drive motor are listed in Table 4.3.

A gearbox was used to increase the compressor shaft speed by a ratio of 2.51

to I above the compressor drive motor speed. The gearbox had a maximum output

roLational speed of 6026, at a thermai rating of 4.50 HP. The gearbox oil was cooled

by pumping DTE-26 oil through the tube side of a closed loop 4hell and tube heat

exchanger. A chilled water supply was used for cooling the oil on the shell side of the

exchianger. The gearbox was also instrumented with a thermocouple and a pressur!

switch to monitor maximum oil temperature arid pressure. If either a set. pressure

or temperature was exceeded, a shutdown of the compressor drive was electronically

initiated. The shutdown consisted of interrupting the power applied to the D.C. drive

motor with the compressor subsequently coasting to a complete stop.

4.1.Z Throttle

A sketch of tiie throttle asscmbly for the research compressor is shown in Figure

4.3. Compressoi, exit air entered the flowrate measurement section and left through

a cylindrical duct. before reaching the throttle cone. The cylindrical duct extending

upstream out of the throttle housing was mnounted on rollers enabling the ,ylindri,:al

duct and throttle cone to move relative to the compressor exit allowing access to the

ilowrate measuremenit section. The rate of airflow was varied by aLxial iOVeniwcut. of

the throttle cone. A threaded rod attached to a low speed A..C. drive motor and tHie
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Table 4.3: D.C. drive motor specifications

Mai.tifacturer: Westinghouse
Serial Number: 2S20P219
Instruction Book Number: 5107
Horsepower: 500
Armature Volts: 500
Armature A.'lps: 330
Field Volts: 250
Field Amps (max.): .5
Field Resistance (DC.): 28 ohms
RPM: 800/3000

throttle cone provided the throttle movement. Tre throttle cone was aiso equipped

with an air cylinder for rapid flow area increase in the event. of'compressor surge or

stall. The surge detection system it discussed in the following subsection,

4.1.3 Surge detection and relief system

The compressor throttle was provided with a built in mechanism for deteCt-

ing and relieving compressor surge or stall. In Figure 4.4 is shown the compresmor

surge/stall detection and reli,:f system, The compressor throttle conie used an air

cylinder with high pressure air applied to allow steady as well as rapid movement

of the throttle cone. The throttle was opened rapidly hy venting the high pressure

air applied to the air cylinder through a three- way solenoid valve (see Figure 4.1).

Tihe solenoid was activated at the operator station m•imally or automatically by the

surge/stall detection system. Activating the solenoid res,tlted in the cylinder [ir he-

ilg ventc.d and the h.,.:pply air being cut-ofl'. The force of the flowing comipressor exit

air on the throttle cone -moved it backward allowing the compre'-so! to recover.
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The automatic surge/stall detection system used a high frequency differential

pressure transducer to detect static pressure transients downstream of the final stator

blade row. The pressure transducer monitored the pressure difference between a static

tap in the compressor outer casing and a small capillary tube that tees into the static

tap tube. This setup resulted in a fast response pressure signal at the positive port

and a very slow response pressure signal at the negative pressure port. The output

signal from the differential pressure transducer was wonitored by a. digit•,l, peok and

hold, differential pressure ýignal conditioner and readout. The readout meter had a

"set point" function that determined th,- rmaximum allowable differential pressure, In

the event of compressor surge or stall, the pressure signal conditioner was "tiipped"

and the air cylinder solenoid was activated with subsequent relief of the cormpressor

from the related compressor instability. Both the manual and automatic methods for

relieving the compressor from surge or stall were used in the present investigation.



"4.2 Pratt & Whitniey Compressor Data Acquisition System

The Pratt & Whitney cornpresscr data acquisition system was designed and

implemented during the course (f this investigation and is described in detail in the

following subsections. 'EThe two majo: areas of data acqui-ition, namely. pressure and

temperature scanning are discussed. The selection of appropriate data acqui•iti6n

equipment for the testing environment is described.

4.2.1 Pressure system

Most of the pressure measurements in the intermediate-speed, three-stage. axial-

fiow compressor were made with the system 3hown in Figure 4.5. The system involved

a Scanivalve ZOC'14 electronic pressure scam,;ng inodite specifically &dsigned for tur-

bine engine testing applications. This state-of-the-art pressure scanner was chosen

for its compact size, high scanning rate, accuracy and flexibility when used for aero-

dynamic testing. In addition, the Scanivalve ZOC14 along with support equipment

from Scanivalv, could be easily incorporated into existing data acquisition equip-

mnent already available ii, the research laboratory. The methods of ii~strllation and

operation of the Scanivalve pressure system are discussed in further detail.

"The Scanivalve ZOC'14 is an electronic preasure scanner which accepts 32 pneu-

matic pressure inputs -.nd converts them to computer compatible electrical signals.

The ZOC14 moduie (see Figure 4.6) contained :32 individual silicon pressure sensors,

each witiL a nominal difierential pressure tange of 10 psi. The 10 psi differential

range was selected because it envloped the maximum anticipated presssure levels in

the compressor and i ill allowed goocd full scale accuracy. The maximum scanning

rate of the scanner is 100klHz when used with ,ai photo-optical D)arlington switch. Ac-
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Figure 4.5' Scanivalve pressure sy;stem diagratin
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Figure 4.6: Scanivalve Z0C14 pressure scanning miodule
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tual test scatining, rates. however. w-ere significantly lower because of t~he limit ation

jimposed by the Hewlett- Packard 3495A scanner that was used.

The ZOC14 is capable of tour mocdes of operation: operate, calibrate, purge and

isolate. Each of these modes can be activated by applying an appropriat~e pneumatic

control pre-ssure (ý- 90 psi) to the ZOC'l4 module. The normial operating miode of the

Z0C14 is the "operate*' mode. The :32 individual pneumatic pressures are sensed and

co;nverted t~o voltage signals in this mode. The "calibrate" mlode allows for the cali-

bration ef each individual sensor with some known calibration pressure. This miode

..tljuvs the ZOC 14 sensors to be automatically calibrated onl line without interrupting

the test run. Thle last two modes of operation of the ZOCI4 are the "purge" and

-isolate" miodes. These modes pu~rge impurities which may be introduced th rough

the pneumatic pressure lines and isolat~e the ZOC from any pneumatic presures.

For the ZOC 1-! module to operate consistently and accurately, the entire unit was

1S-i~led in a Scanivalve Tiermala Control Unfl. (TCUT, see Figure 4.7). ThIe TfC'U tTWaS

designed to provide a constan[L lenipe;-ature ei-vironmiient for the ZOC14 scanning

mnoduleý. The ZOCIC TU mninimilzes rhe netfd lo frequently recalibrat~e the silicon

p~ressure setizors because -:A -xp-nurc to varying unliier~t temperatures. By use of a

thermostatically coni~olledl liater housed in a w-'ll insulated enclosure, temperature

1changes within the TEhermial Control Unit w~ere less than 0. 1"C from a nominial factory

setpoint temiperature of 40"C.

The final piece ol'simpport equipment for the.Scanivil~ve ZOCt.4 pressure scanning

muodule was a Stcaiiivalv- '%,ux Address Control iTnit (MNACU, see Figure 4.8). The

ZO(' MACU- i- a compact. address control unit that is capable of generating an address

zstmeazn bascd ol crmirimands from the dalaa acquisition system. The NIAUdisplay's
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Figt-.re 4,8: Scanivaixe Nlux Address Control 'Unit (MACU)
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the current pressure channel being monitoted and sends back a binary string code to

the data acquisition system for channel verification.

4.2.1.1 Pressure system setup and electrical diagram The system setup

and electrical diagram for the entire pressure scanning system are described in this

subseciion. The three Scanivalve ZOC components, namely, pressure sensor mod-

ule, thermal control unit and niux address control unit, were supplie!d with requited

voltage sources and wired into e-.isting laboratory data acquisition equipnent.

The identification of required power supplies was the first step in the design of the

1- "'sure system control logic. Each component of the Scanivalve pressure scanning

system required a different power supply as iisted in Table 4.4. The power supplies

were moanted oa a steel plate attached to a 19 in. rack mounted panl for use in

a portable rack enclosure. In addition to the power supplies, the control panel also

contained the electronics and hardware for operating ;n the four different pressure

sca.nning modes (operate, calibrate, parge and isolate). To operate in each of these

four modes, a 90 psi pneumatic control pressure was applied to t.wo different control

pressure connections ,.s indicated in Table 4.5.

The control panel housed two Asco 120 volt A. C., 2-way red-hat solenoid valves

for applying the control pressure as needed. Control logic for the four different modes

of operation was designed so that a red light was illuminated indicating which mode

of operation was in effect. A series of 4-24 VDC relays and indicator lights were used

to accomplish this result. The schemiatic for the control pressure solenoid activation

and corresponding indicator lights is shown in Figure 4.9. The four different modes

of operation could be activated by the appropriate switching (on-off) of two 24 voit
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Table 4.4: Scanivalve pressure system power supplies

Scanivalve Power Supply
Component Specificatiori

ZOC114 pressure ±+; volts dc
scanner at 1.2 a.mp

Thermal control +-24 volts dc
unit 120 Watts

Mux address +24 volts dc and
control unit 120 volts ac

Table 4.5: Control pressure iogic

Control Pressure
Mode CTL 1 CTL 2

operate noune none
calibrate 90 psi none

purge noite 90 psi
isolate 90 psi 90 psi
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relays.

Designing the data acquisition system also involved developing a complete elec-

trical circuit wiring diaglam and specifying hook-up instructions for the electronics

to a digital voltmeter and a scaliner for ultimate control of the pressure scanning sys-

tem. In Figure 4.10 is shown the electrical wiring diagram for the pressure scanning

system. The diagram contains ,lectrical wiring information for the ZOC connector,

the MACU (J102, J103 and J 104) counectors and the power supply connections. The

ZO(C14, module contains the pressure scanning sensorsas well as the thermal control

unit (TCU) circuitry, The MA('U J102 connector accepts "step" and "home" coui-

oiands from the scanner and actuates the switching of presure channels on the mux

address control unit (MACU). The J103 connector sends a signal from the MACU

to the ZOC module to switch the channel being scanned or to return the pressure

scanner to the home position. The Ji04 connector outputs a, binary code indicat-ig

the channel being scanned that has to be deciphered by the data acquisition system.

Further description of the implementation of this system into the existing laboratory

data system is presented in the following subsection.

4.2.1.2 Pressure system inplemeivtatimtt into existing data .ysternl

The implementation of the pressure systeom ,'ci rical denign int(, the existing data

system is discussed in this subnection. The available data system corisited of a

hewlett-Packard :1-1,55A digiial voltmetr, a Hlwefit-Packard 3495A sca..er and a

Zenith data system,' compitter. T lhe Zenith 'ovi pio.t.r contt rolI :d lhe operni itnlls of the

digital voltmicter and scaminer t hromi.h a N'ational [ivatcruments IEL b'-4-; cotinpliter ill-

terf'ace utiliziug C',H3-BPC' funiction colnmlands. ZemithI comiptptto J)r'g"ratTII. to control
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tile tunlctioli of tie (ltat acquisition syste'ii wcrio written inl Qu~ick Basic lnzImigung.

Two major ope-rat iotis were used to im plemnent t he Seani valive pre%.411re' Sv to e

intto thle avail able datal syit 1-11. if azuel y. readli fg and loggi zig tic vol t ages fro ill tIfi e

digital voltmeter and conitrolling rolaty switcheb ozi the 4crlmier. By ziiing hem,. oper.

at oiutw, the ZOC 1. pressure scamicr could be steppe)Ld and 'homued. the ZUC Out put

voltage could be read, mid the binary code produced by t*he M AC coui~d bi' le1e6.

phoned. These i muport nio presstire s ys rut opprat ions will he d ism~ism-d b el-l y.

First of~ all. tile "st ev" and "hliomme" voimi uiazids were c rolt ed by flit' ,eqenemt ild

upeni lug 11n11 vlosi ng of t wo sceiiier i'el uys . Tilt "si ep" operat ion vitunid the ZOC'

echannlel b"i zig, selkiiiiie'd to) be' ificr.':uent ed 1)y uzwe 4:111n1el (or piloima:uit it pre'ss are ill-

pill), The "huline" operat ion catiiied thle ZOC scamienr to retuurn to its h ii Lial 6camiig

posiLtion W illmn iel 0) ). T'he scanninllg rate of tile S3s 01'ii1 wat i hlit ed by tilt- *ipet'd lit

w hich thle icanner relays cuu Id be opened anl'l closed. Th lle i axi lilt) ill scan im ig sj-o

uised fur datil a acqn s tioi pu rposes~ %vis ditbu vigh'. duhn uzi l-I per si'cozid ( -- $ liz j A

simple sketch of' thev -caminr elect rkill hook- up f~r thle Ate find h111lojilt opernt in~is is

showna iii Fiugu re .1.11.. A St C P S ILCCOIi l)1AhIe'i byV oeien izg 1111dt closi zig C.W'itchi I ( MW

1) followaed by c losing switchi 2 ( SWN 2). A limneu eou mniand is accomupl ishedl by cleslug

Switch :1 (Sw- 3). Thew Scazuiler autOlIMUItIcaly reop enzs t s wit ch w hena e eii t1111. 4011111

is giveni to opjeni or (,lost- an ailternate' 5 wi9 cl

Thle ucoitd import ant (pvritt on for t.Ihe drol. ittii 'stemn wl, 01- t Ii icdinzg ()f fthe

ZOC) ('U 1,l it Votael Iy. TIhe' (Ir vol i age wajjS 1)) ilui Iyth igitalJ ltmiee (\wilveS 1,

mind \I inl Figulre -1. 10), Thi4 do: vol(t ge! wIS direCtly jpretp)Ortioi1It to O IH-S hejll~re

beinig Wple toill! ind~iVidual %livl :lnoi'. E'achl semisoi', however. hald it edifforemt

jIz)p(Irt-it)Iuiity ccc)Il~tazit Ussocial eL with T hue method of calibraitmo of these' siliconl
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pressure sensors is discussed in the pressure system calibration subsection.

The deciphering of the biuary code produced by the ZOC' MACU was the final

pressure vst.ekm ooeration. The deciplhering of this code enabled the data syst eni

to verify the channel being scanned. The binary code string flowed from connector

J 104 on the MACU. The connector contained six open collector NPN transistors

With a tnaxinluzLl saturation voltage of 0.5 volts whoan "on". An external 24 volt dc

powre supply was required for thc deciphering operation. In F.igrmre 4.12 is shown the

six NPN transihtor cutonectors labeled A through F. EaLch connector has it different

binary tiwniber associated with it and they are indivated in the diagram,

The diagratm shows it pltrallel iarri n-nment. of pull-kup rsi6t. cr, and a volt. meter

which must be uxatiitned for decipiherinug purposcs, Each circuit volt age (A t hreigh

Y. ) InuO be reml mid recorded. The re.Sulti uug voltage valteits refle':t either aI "oil" )r

"oI1"' uonditioti fur the NPN tranisistor. The channel being ýcmzct d is calculated by

adding the hihintry ntumbers of the NMPN tritisitnitri whir-h indicate n.n "ol"' cunditiou.

4.2.1.3 PI'e)u•rc syste it Vtdibratkiot Thi calibratiotL procedture for the

Sc..nnivalve ZOC'I. pt,.ssuirt, s(e.itmter is d,.t'use, in this sllbsectio,. The ZO(("I, prel-

sure module conu aiined 32 individual silicon sansors each having a different calibration

constait. Each s,'Ii sor had a nominal differential pressure range of 10 pni, and %vits

theretore c•iaibrated in this ranlge. A seven point calidrittiio for ,ach of ih :12 itli-

vidual se..uors was performed.

"The calibrition involved it snuall tir cotnpr vsor and it :(1 inch lu, ruTI ry u1tinoInce.

Lr. llh ' ai J Ult)iaCssur provided it variable pressure sourcc in the U to 10 psi range.
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The mercury manometer was used to measure precisely the pressure ot the variable

source.

The calibration procedure beganl by switching on the pressuee system electronics.

A two hour warm-up time was required for the thermal control unit (TCU) to reach

thermal equilibrium. Because the silicon sensors were sensitive to thermal gradients.

a calibiation performed before tlhe system was stable yielded erroneous results. When

the pressu,! measuring system was in equilibrium, a scan of the :32 individual sensors

indicated a non-zero initial voltage for each. This initial voltage was most likely

due to stresses applied to each silicon sensor during manufacturing and it remained

constant throughout the calibration and during subsequent testing.

Seven nominal presure source values were. chosen for calibration, namlely. ) 0,,

2.0, 4,0, 5.0, 6.0, 8.0 and 10.0 psi. The calibration pressure was applied to eavh

of the silicon pressure sensors and voltage readings were taken. rhib pro.oeu wN.

repeated with the remaining calibration pressures to arrive at ctlibration curves for

each of the 32 sensors. This calibration mrocedure was then repeated immediately

to verify that the calibration curves rcmained constant. In Figure 4.13 is shown the

calibration curve for channel number 24 of the 7,OC14. Other calibration curves for

the remaining ZOC channels were similar with different slopes, however. The slope of

the calibration curve of voltage versus pressure gives the cuaibrat.iou constant. Table

4.6 lists the calibration constants caiculated for the 32 individual silicon pressure

sensors. During the Pratt k, 'lhititcy compre,.isor ,e:ts, calibration constants were

checked periodically and did (,not vary.
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Table 4.6: CalibLation constants for the ZOC'14 pressure sensor

Channel .4 Calib. Con. Channel Caiib. Con.
1 5.226 17 3.797
2 4.986 Is 4.011
:3 4.8.57 19 3.678
4 4.125 20 4.416
5 4.089 21 4.147
6 4.067 22 4.208

4.056 23 4.25•
8 4.161 24 4.734
9 4.140 25 4.622
10 4.732 26 4.782
Ul 3.835 27 4.915
12 4.04.5 28 5.059
13.861 29 4.769
14 3.736 :30 5.053
15 4.1.02 31 5.045
16 4.200 32 5.269
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4.2.2 Temperature system

The temperatur,- data acquisition system used with the intermediate-speed,

three-stage, axial-flow compressor is described in this subsection. The tempera-

ture measurement system consisted of chromel-a.lumel thermocouples attached to

total-temperature prob's. lidi,'idual thermocouples were hooked-up to the Hewlett-

Packard 3495A scanner in a parallel arrangement. The scanning of up to 40 different

thermocouples was performed by the Zenith computer. An Omega-CJ cold junction

compensator was used to provide a reference point from which to base the thermocou-

ple exnf. The enif voltage was rea(d by the Hewlett-Packard 3455A digital voltmeter.

1Using the following equation provided by Omega, the thermocouple temperature was

calculated.

= ao + aix + anX2 + a3X3 + ... + a,,x' (4.1)

where

T = thermocouple absolute temperature

x = thermocouple emf voltage

(a = polynomial coefficient for chromel-alumel thernocouple

mi maximum order of the polynomial

In this ctse, an 8th order polynomial was used to calculte the thermocouple tem-

perat ure. The poivnomial coefficients for a Type K, chromel.alumel thermocouple are

tabulated below. This "•, order polynomial resulted in a thermocouple temperature

accuracy of -z= 0.70. The values of polynomial coefficie ,s used arc:

M_|
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CIO = 0.226584602

at = 24152.10900

(12 = 67233.4248

C3 = 22103,40.682

'u4 = -860963914.9

as = 4.83506 x 10'0

a6 = -L.18452 x 10"2

a = 1.38690 x 10"3

a8 = -6.33708 x 1O13
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'1.3 Pratt & Whitney Three-Stage Compressor Performanice Tests

The Pratt k- Whitney, i ntermedi ate.-speed, three-stage rompressor was used for

the purpose of identifying the effects of compressibility on the proposed method

for improving the stall margin of muultiý.tage, axial-flow compressors. The result~s

previously obtained wyiitl tlie two-stage far, and 'he three-stage compressor weie used

to guide the Pratt S& Whituey romprossor tests. Because the Pratt k, Whitney

comPressor was a significantly More complex turbomachine than the two-stage fan

and three-stage compressor, the test procedtires are explained inl detail.

The overall performance characteristics for I he Pratt &, Whitney, intermediate-

speed, three-stage, axial-flow compressor were determined by the measurement of

inlet corrected inass flow, compr~ssor t~ot.p. -pressure rise and inlet corrected rotational

speed. Th.cse performance pearalneters were carefully measured throughout the test

program to ascure accurate and corisisteit results. The methods used to determine

these performance p~aramleters are di-i'ussd in the followinig sections.

4,3.1 Inlet corrected mass flow

The flowrate for the Pratt k, Whitaey compressor was measured inl an instru-

mented annulus section located downstream of the compressor e.,:it (see Figure 4.3).

The mea.-uremient section could be ea-sily se-parated from the compressor assembly

without disnmant ling the entire conlhressor. The flowrate measurement section had

an inside diameter of 20.39 inches and an outside diameter of 24.00 inches. resulting

inl a J .70 i nchi passag(! height.. ("oumr specially designed p robe) holders were tmanimfac-

tured and installed at 1.our locations arounld the measutre mon t eC~tiO1 Ci (rC11nleie!tCL'.

ThV proe 0od"Im,' Were designed to hol1( toudl prsut ahad total-t-emlllorat tire prob~es
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directed radially inward from the outer wall of the annulus. In addition, surface

static pressure taps were installed in the measurement .,ection outer casing. The

total-pressure and total. temperature probes measured values at .5, 1.5, 30..50, 70, 8.5

and 95 percent inimersion depths. A sketch of a typical total-pressure rake probe

is shown in Figure 4.14. Before the flowrate measurement, section was instrumented

and installed, both inner and outer annuliis walls were sanded and smoothed with

emory cloth.

B(-cause flowrate was such an important parameter in the present study, great

care wa3 taken to arrive at a consistent and accurate flow nieasurement. Appropriate

averaging of the total-pressure, static pressure and total-temperature data was nec-

essary due to the high response equipment being used. The collection of pressure and

temperature data was accomplished with the data acquisition equipment described in

the previous chapter. Through the use of simple compressible flow relations and raw

data, the flowrate through the flow measurement section was determined as described

below.

The flowpath cross-section of the flow imeasurement section was divided :,.to

seven areas. For each of these areas, the total to static pressure ratio, I, wasPd,

calculated from data. ','sing the following compressible flow equation,

_ = ..I + - - (4.2)

where

P, = total pressure

P, = static pressure

k= ideal gas :ipecific heat ratio

1l = Mach number
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We can obtain the foliowing relationship for the Mach number, .l,

M 2 Pt v
Al= - 1 (4.3)= l - I (4,, )

With the total to static pressure ratio known, the Mach number can be calculated

with Equation (4,3). From the following compressible flow equation,

= 1 m - -2 (4,4)

wvaere

T= total-temperature

T static temperature

the static temperature, F, can be evaluated with

T t (4.5)
+ -1 IT

The velocity, V", of the air can be calculated using the definition of Mach number,

I =: I vRT4.6)

where

V = absolute fluid veiocity

/ = molecular weight

The flowrate, th, cr;r bIc cal:ul ated uwi i Owe followi ua equation

p -IAV' (4.,7)

and the ideal gas relation

S-I .T (4.8)

~w_-__
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Tihe n the flow ratt is giv en by
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1.'siti the Lb'Jve stat~ed equa~t ions. the flow ra tO for fcat 01' tflit, Seveti areas4 111111

for data from each of' the I'our circi' zifereatiat Local ions were eviduated,. The finat

overall flowrate wits calculated by averaging flth- fouir di fferenit ci reci :ierent jul pusi t iou

fluwratcs f'ur vach oi the SCVCen different f'low pcivs-rge' arens.

* ~ ~ 'ilhe ditta aciqil sit loll p rogriii wits wrillit e to scan1 totakl- prvssurcs, st atic p re's-

sure:; Mid ttl*tlpeu rsfive timies anI i veraicg 1h(11 lcect'or vailculainjg f lit, ill.*

dividual passage flow ratte-s. TVhe prograiit cal uccii C', flt t eIoild cclr'cpressur fluivrate

e'very ili llUt C. Ito a'iri vI at (I final mueasuremient for flth, flowrate , t he remilts o0f fivye

individual imiss fluwrato rum,, were averaged,

Having obtai nedl the ninais flow rmic, the eqmil ion I'ar in let. correct ei~ii imss flow 'is

givenl by

where

sea- Ile: felo rate

lef ________idrdprpsr

'The quanmtitiOS 191n 1 S1d!t worve tc'alcultet by itsing menesurt-d vitlues of' tot at iem-

jperature mid Pr1 )essunre at' the! -omip ressor Hilet T'his was acc'omiplishled Icy cisi ug

at ir idspan total - temperatuire and tot at - jre~sure probe posi tionced u pst remnc of' the

'omp11ressor inlelt.
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heli svcund overall pertormianct, paritinetez mcioured un the Prittl k- W\hit ney

cump jressIur test rig wa1s .ouilmiso lt'oiiti-01pre-omv~i r# ra'tin, The eoipe 1 :r itild-

pressure' rise rutio is givenl bN
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w%'here

ldgll euiipriossur olle~t lI illpesr

lit addi tion to t hii tutal prei~titure parrttietetr, t h' com1preosir st at ic prr'ms rt, riSt.

ralti WL- ai a161. et'vl%,1te'd 1. The Uet hud fur vulcu1iaw fi# Inlittv~t f or Iliw hcui' rttis~

expllkilled briefly ill t hia liu bectl io.

iho total. pre'isiire rise ac roxl thil' C0lupresseer Wasit$~ n1111rcd U :nli two ut1 lId

prossut, i prob~es Im-lovi ri a 1 theinlet anid vX1t of the' voitpro,.so r. The. prubhe were

I ut l yrcni nre rakes Which mlenasured the I utta'- pressu re from 15 pejrvenmt to m~i prtn

hullii'i Sion d-pt Is, Ii ve tIotail.IresNlilt. lfLMt~'l lit I r), "if, 5.0, 711 and A5 pet. , 'l 1

imm~zersion were averageit)u I nitri m' atIie' I inlet or #exit tota~l pesii e~h1it i~ut CIZ

AMuriam :10 ineh votiurn of ziner'tiur with usetd to moaurt! t he tot aI-p~re'.eitI I'i

ings~. T1he' baril-rotll ne p ieurC Waý, lIV4.a;urte with it F'i.hL'i Scic~i~i c Model 40M

balr u iiietc .

(ollupie.hou St atic prsi)'NIll- rilse wit' I)W-luilre It with ot~ liti pretssti'Iure hillt'ole

10iliked IlU theilt( 111izild UXit of the c umpressor. 'I'llo Iiwntttr 1tv imiilmotiia' wci mod

it) inuva:.tir thle -)ta~tic prelC u road'ieLI gig.
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UPj 11 roiUWo i~iti iotl b111-04

I -o al.. tom pIi~ - & s ro mt a " 'IA r r 11111

illIV CUI~r~V t.C' rLutfttiujud IL b)Petr I. I~ lot-to it it Iii It it r from~ t 'A e mt K uIt Ip tlwed I Ii rm IV, I

tilet cuztpreg'-cor, It wn imipiort ut tto cluie'y tmoii or Ow' inirl~ lmti. rI tlipi-O~ ~urv in

ri'ctt'd rut it Iiolld p. M eat'I coll it it an. OvervtIrIt vi .. U11rat of it d t it lull, I mjuaIJ IM itflit

had tu he mtudL' fairly freyient ly. Thei totaklp et-aritI itri' probe 1a it I he

cut pri-mior drinve tIlo'tor

4.3A4 Det'iteiou of witall lIn the Pratt &~ Wha1itney 'iiniprogsIII

Tile ilthud ft de~tect ion 4l %(all ill til hPI rat k & \V tleny cutup aev ar I 'is dcist~iia'

it, th Sl ltlactjuot A cart-ful and SY40,11ilkicik ppimiL i wa~i u~t'i li to otablibil atcll
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Stall (eit .%-vr(, pvtfr.rint'( II' liiw redl~iuvin the Iinlet voreitFvt'ii muit flow Amio -i

iAkJltiIt voit it!ilti tI)IVI LCI ( rotaf Ijtioa qwvi'il I t ile 'The 11h118's loEw reductio 11) at's avt.

eumHp1 kho'd by mo ivin ts~he enit .~h aped cutp rtessr I hruttIle axj ally. lFeieh mtovoi:neti

ut tlte th rottle wnb indicated by it cifgitIal rvttdout t 1Iati- oildt th Comwtpressor voi.

trul jpimeI. Wheitt hi', vomnpre~stor oprated taer stall, itivituremuetaL we're inken fur

drter~ahiti tg he1' uveralf vi CiIIpre",%o p Ierfurmaitnev parawtiu ers. 1T'hese tinitsauretineati

Were t~eoitlted and the t bruit Ic wab iliuved to furt her reduce III# initnq flowrat i, This

priito.'ix oitiinimedi mittil he't seeui1 ofl olwrittieCI of h.', vomrvssoe~r 0111i1140d dcliliiiicly

becaumL' of s~tall. The Iew r't!II of fUowrit tv andj~ iotakipi-votiire' rise takeni Just~

befork, (11h. oilt IrL'K? beii nt I)' AQutistab~lv wervL cunttiiiermit) I 1)1' for the btail poeinit op-

eratiing euindi I iou. Thim fpro~eeh fur iduvtin ee I t all aitunp, a cint an11%it hio aidurrec ted

rutiattiunal iice~d lluri waii repe~ated ftour to U i'e time lite it tlaici run,. Tfhe ot&all tet st

were ukd o rep iod. )I d't t-ibi'u hcqeait dlavt to verify the' voit~i -te' v aild 1I vcapeaI ility of

Ow hermults. Nut afor oe veral cow~ta~itt ipecI Him wvt- WCLP ohl ioid,1".41w *tc u t all puiit.

tlat a werv volis~t eat Ibroutghuci Ita elat i ret i anII did hut- vmIy igni 6 L. lict K from it1ti1

oit, vut or frilil Clay to Liay, it wa~ felt tHat Owl errur bill ftod r threst illicn111 it'lt s'' WAas

withill~_ theSybo___d



0. ESTIMATION OF REDUCED FREQUENCY AND ROTOR

INLET F~LOW ANGLE VARIATION FOR PRATT1 &- WHITNEY

COMPRE~SSOR

iii lit &I)~VfLC tl td ai~d iuw ivas w~zi~ ( V~iu 1 tVt~iiitioivii'i' td flow iizigle.)

fur L~im, fltw ~vut triiiM m rotouo row, -%i estimtc () 'u ' 1h. redvd u',t-'.iiroucy1( ill sall,

and 41111 Wi tml esthiII tII of the roitoi. ililct 110ow a1tl(,Vly II I!iIljtIh 4d' r

gi ve tiii IIII niht!r iI si re it II t ti%60umv ry ladc uf 4061t 3t18k iii varia Litn cycle per rotor'

revoiution , o , Iltid Ii. given aiuipli tildr of Sellig amigis vitrima loti Ap, hest, vfitiwmtes

art.- retl4itirCLd t0 Ci ibs ) AV l~t31itj (U ii) prai Ctiil ildijictiolt iUWwh ic may MIlLow budict, in

ter~ima(i Su ll maIII IULL II tjbrovt1IIiitA-m k lhuroum.h titu~l y is of Iilihs est imantion process for

heI t WUISI~ t g(e ict i11. I W fall Iiid I ht t I4 o-li~ ~Ite~ axi ii- flow coMnPOSS~Ur WitS p ri-sent t*

ini it-fter cit' 12 1lic est initiun i iP r() t-wi for tilie Pratt k & Whit ney, i lt eri nwd~ale.

Speed, thro-flage, amial flow coiiipreswr for ietwh of tile six inlet currected rut iiti Ullal

Speeids Lv ted is unlifinietl ill detitil hlLuW,

H'ow coniditIions U ti~l le eXIL of~tiite Inlet gulide Vanle (1(,'V ) row giv the mai iiIgniittidte

of' dit' 11hsI)ul C VtltO.ity ILIptroacinlig Ilth rt.'(or, Tisi veloctyiIVI is ncvs,,avy Ito cilctilittv

tilie 11lu1d relative velocity lit thew rotii- illkJ, I, ;(d ill CS6;14ot ilig the ft(IIVCduc lrCejtIerIIt

ait Stitll, A Tlii (echlikoiqiie for cutl'uiuul jg the resilmcdtil lrequmicy~ i nvolvc.m II.Sing

global llb~ pailraiiieturs. :,ilipillc blaLde row ounicut ry, !md ItaVI ftCll acceio k-d UILtihitti
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of blade deviation angle to arrive at a rcasonable estimate of the reduced frequency

at stall. The steps used in calculating the rt-duced frequency at stall for the Pratt &

Whitney comipressor are summarized below:

1, Deteruine the uidSpan average axial velocity at stall using the mass flowrate
at stall.

2, Estimate the midspan flow deviation angle behind the inlet guide vane (11V)
row.

3. Draw velocity triangles at midspan using simple blade row geometries.

4. Calculate the magnitude of the midspan fluid relative velocity at rotor inlet.

5. I se Equation (3:.5) to calc(Ilate .

VTe -matcrial in refercuces [121 and '141 suggests that the magnitude of the rotor

inlet flow angl, variation may be significantly different from the magnitude of. the

blade setting angle variation prescribed for the stationary row upstream of the rotor.

,An esthiate otf this ditfereic, is necessary to comp)letely describe the effect of the inlet

guide vane setting angle variation. A detailed analysis of the first stage rotor inlet

flow i.oigle variwk i•ii hnfr thO Prattt & Whitaey compressor is deb ribed in the following

sectioUls. A portiaonI ol the analysis for the three types of inlet guide vane row blade

sotting antgle patterns used in the low-spevd, three-stage, axial- flow compressor taken

froni rcfereutce 1.2i is also summuarized. Those three inlet guide vw,,ue row setting

inge pat terns wre si ,lmsioiflal ( EEL.qtion :3.1 ), rectified sine-wwave ( Equatiou 3.2) and

aty iviuettric (Eq u ition 3.3) variations.

't'hli f'llo,'vinig t1wo .ekt-.hiom outilinc the p rocdiire for calcuitlating the reduced

frtqucicy At stall, K".11, it-ild lite extent of rotor inlet. flov aigle variation ftor tihe

PrautL ,k \Vlitziev c'ompre'ssor.



5.1 Calculation of Reduced Frequency at. Stdall. K[tdu, for the Pratt &.

Whitney Compressor

The estimation of the reduced [requency at stall, f for the Pratt ,k Whitney

compreýSsor involved arn evluaition k)f the stalling mass flowratte. Pcrformatnc,. tests

were conducted at each of the six inlet corrected rotational speeds. namely, .50. 60.

70, 80, 90 and 100 percent of design speed, Repetition of tests at the stall condition

"for each of these speeds resulted in the stall point overall mass flowrate conditions.

These perforii ance poittts ate the a,'tual stall/surge point limits ihown in Figulre 6.1.

Using the following equation, the axial velocity at the stall conditiot. for each speed

was calcultted.

where

th = compressor stalling mass flowrate

,,,et --=- fluid density at compressor inlet

Airlft- annulus area at compressor ii, let

I,-,[file= axial velocity at compressor inlet

In Table 5.1 are summarized values of the stalling mass flowratc and the axial

velocity at stall for each of the six inlet corrected rotational speeds.

Before the blade velocity diagrams can be constructed, a reasonable e.s.timate of

the inlet flow angle involved must be made. This estimate is made by using simple

blade row geometry and a correlation for blade deviation angle given by Carter [1.51.

Summarized below are some important inlet guide vane nidspan blade row angles;



11!)

'fitbl" .1; Stalling. , 11 wr1.', Ulid a.Xial vel'iits' at stall for the bI .- ii ,c com.

.S1I-'d th",,.4 t lt . I
i O U I fl,.I 5J '2 :h! O
'fl I1.1.I5 2013.4)

MtO 12'.75 1s2.L,

50 6.6U !,.

which wre i-C qI' h t)iate t he lOW hi! turning nIgle adl tIhe OW lade (ICLtioll 1 a1g9e to'u

the P'ratt & Whitney research compressor.

NJ blade inlet metal angle =. 00'"

N= blade outlet metal angle = 21,0"

0 = blade camber angle = 21.0'

i =blade incidence angle = 0.0'

eor the accelerating row of inlet guide vanes of the Pratt & Whitney compressor,

Cazter's correlation is

6 = m9(S'/c)j'.I (5.2)

where

b deviation angle, 0)

m factor for accelerating blade rows = 0.2

0 blade camber angle = 21.0°

S.' blade spacing = ' = (.(8 in.

c blade chord length = 0.70 in.
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\Vith Equation (5•,2) a nd thesf;, Ap ull il ifis, Ihe, 1106 11111, hii. guide" valle de.via~tiol

angle' was es.t5li ild Io ibe

S4.U

t'•,iIlhig hhll, Male tvilitihli 1%.II411ý 1111.IHIV 1"lllm, l'li"i1•11•l[dMI•, IhW r"n'll inlt11, iltjw

v-iuvit.v 'I6 1gim4 il III Madll li1 111v l'raLtt e'. \\ hlill v e,'ileett il#,-, 1"I t ,,e'h ,I Ihe .k hiull

1l4W'Ct1 'ed rol h lit Iti spese'u werel' cihll 11i''t l,

I',,,,,,, ltJ ,I )

30.0

I.tall (5.6

I I":• 57

.42 = aretan (.9)

These calculatiovs are all based on th' mean radius of the research comprc';sor, whioi

is calculated as
1

r, 2 I't.p + 'hub) (,5,10)

In Table .5.2 are summarized some of the results of the velocity diagram calcula-

tions for the Pratt & Whitney baseline compressor configuration at stall. Summarized

are the absolute tangential velocity, t'O, the mean blade velocity, ',,•, the relative

tangential velocity, w2o, the :elative velocity, wV2 and the relative flow angle, 132.

In Figures 5.1 through 5.6 are illustrated the first stage rotor inlet flow velocity

triangles for the Pratt & Whitney compressor at, the stall point for each of the inlet



Talel 5.2: \'luci ty diagramu c alcullit ium for Ow' htadltitl Stallin ew cidtidutk

Ad),1 41 4. 7 343,111 319)-3.7 11
M 311,11 151 1 311$,.2 :14 2.8 641j)
L6t) 371 3031-, J 11, (1 2113.1 (13

9d $1 PA '1224.0 243.1 6 1'

FiAtirel.~ 13 dit hruuu 5-6 Aifiera~ I! toW II &I 4-lt- Wifi (Ii it I* VIU'V'jtitl I&%j III )'1 .t ,

IFrum a b '~le 5.2 values uf (ihe roltir relat iv vi elocIyit': h 11,2, 111 4,1imilld r1,1tI i ml

lrequelt-v lit bui l Kes 'ithW% VII-alv l-td fromj I' l''n .5) with VI - W] 11,11114

04n c alitive iuidapaul flunid rela ve ý't-lucily i~ t rotor hilot . oi.

K reduced frequiency

I Lretip'ency of pteriu fc distiirhaticv f~ ~ /I(*.,.

c rotor blade chord lenigth ill

V ,3= fluid relativo' velocity at ru~tur hilet. ftil

in Table 3.3 is shown the reduce'1 freqii'ii.,y estinit~tes lit tile staill 1,11wlit jun.,

K"1,for thle six diffierent inilet, correc ted rothtiona11 SjpeedS IUS It flIVii Ii'tin Ii ' 11 tile

number of setting a ugle variation cycles po rotor revoluti onl. An a yrp prjriate raiC

of val uesi for n %kas determiiined Iin it arlit-r stuidy ( re terciics ý12 miid 1.41 ) Vidl ies



Tbe5 .3: R.ed uced 1rviq'ieiicy 4ti d1 A111 fotr the P vaitt k Whit ney 1i rre-sI tage

Reducedtrecquenc%
Spee tit StallI. K'~j

SU U.UUj4i

fur' K.4d to i~l'e l huto' II HkelIhmid ul . ~'t. Isew wil. hi lih- ranue. fi"&unI 19 to 0,20.

TYivreO'1ur IA fVY 2 , ddftlitllsup (1n 2 ill me~t I ~k IMuItle Wu cnlIvit% p11.11-l1propi h ilt. fur



12:3

17.0u

S236.3

Figure ,1. Pra.tt Whitiney MIade, velutit' thagrain at i�t Pill fur ,(0 per,.:lnt speed

170

At"""- 26S,6 ia

~~ .rj.. T

281,6

~i) .1•c ,"r,2 I rLa't W llitLey, h bhade 'velocity di Lagrat ILt hta•l for 6) 13er•eent sI),ed
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64.0 7.00

.7.O

308.2 45.

354.1

Figure ,5.31 Pratt & W hitney blade velocity diagram at stall for 70 percent speed

62.50 17.00

"49.1 5 .6

- ~404.7

Figure :5.4: Pratt & Whitney blade velocity diagram at stall for 80 percent speed
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- 62.3 17.0"

392.3 63.0

45j.3 -,

Figure 5.5: Pratt & Whitney blade velocity diagramn at stall for 90 percent speed

434.1718

K -- 505.9

Figure .5.6: Pratt & Whitney blade velocity diagram at stall for 100 percent spe-:d



5.2 Rotor hIlet Flow Angle Aualysk for Pri-i~t; &e Whitney Tlirvi-3tage

Compnj)res sor

The procedure for estilllating t he rotor inlet, flow mngle- vairiaition cauoied by th.-

circuinicreatial variution in inlet, gtiide vane setting anzg'es t'or Ili Pe1rzim k & \iin-

coiiiire~ssr is very similar to the om Oit's'd for the low -speed, hreem-t ge cotup.,%)

as outlined in reference [121. Thib &Li~aly'sis is i ilpoct-ant, bc-cause it gives Ihle rot or

bladc loading and tiilor~ding schedule for a givt-n set t iv. migle v.Iriatlion in tb heinlet

guide vatic row of the compressor. In the absenve Of detailed flow ii1iet~slremnivts, t his

anialysis is anl estimiate of' theo actual rotor flow angle varuiation w Iic Ho ectirs, T hc

ext ent. ot rtoto i iil,!t flow itaIgl(! vitri a lol is di rteelly relateid lo dIynand me It ml otidit-s

iii t had the flowfield fur thle rotor is iumad Inzi rp)Isely simi~ar to 014ht of' anI miCilat i ug

Thle comp jlete amalysis ol' rot or in let. flow anigle varat ion fo r t he Priatt k Whit ne 'y

compresSOr is preenited in this Fect ion. Son e 01 t he resuh.It f'rom t he rot or in:lel flo)w

angle analysis fo r t.he low. spoed, tmreo- st~age, axial. flow tomipressor arv also giu i n a-

* ~~rized. The reason. for thIiis is that the rotor inilet, flow angle aal ysiu for t he low- spt'4e

compressor was iused to help identify a1 civldi date mod)41ified inzlet gKuide vanle Sot t ing

angle! vitriatioti for the. higher. spe--cI compressor. The most producet ive restilt~sob

servedl wi th the low-qpecd comim-rssor inlet, gide vane setting aimgl;ý tmodlifIicatiouns

were evaluated to juist ify a particula Iintid. gui f., vane :iet.t il1'g IL igle variatiton for the

nternedate~edcom pre~ssor whiiich would show benefitIs in tei oul(f' !it all mzargin

In Figuire .5.7 i3 showni a ty pica! t i'rt st~age rotor idet, flow volocity di agrain

[or *('w ljw-s peed, three-stagc comnp ressoir at t he st. al poi ut, The ;miportait anigle,
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V
2  

I

i t$I Ii 7:'l'vden first ,tAK Tokor hi n flow volukci- diq' u at t he tiall pohii )Ii
tile threl!±. v comuprtoslur



3, lithe re'latitve illlft't flowv 1111111 pe'r~ok-I el by II, 1.41m 11ee 14' et i Ii ft is e' id.ifillth ( isi th le

it1e ulci ddu Vallero ~w exitI flow ailif.r, '42, . 'haalige's duetio ()chilliloill' tU (e row f.tivitiig

MliMIC, lie re'1rt Ive itl flowv iligoIse pureivl bu Iy 11t hillir' , A2.r I nko chal),t%. W ith t it,'

XshajI.' u tit holt' ~lly tiigil daiil'i vol v'd, th1u cdilluge'h IA ,uik)elri~lly 'idilh'r Ilhan illhi

hi i'at ILIicit vlui rtie' illiex it ri'Isi 1 I1d 1#' fideitw a u)lteblieMb'.lgl lirllvl

fruin bahtiliite. Ao, Laiiier couiclumsiuiu trejin low-iv.ne'ed 1. il 11I provs~or ll'tueIltue Itu'

aiure',uioit (14t 1,110,10est Ihit 11 ill it aValid hsliipIIt ionl. The cturreaploldi ug (.h11111w ill

etllit I " rlutf ir Inlt flo% 4119l V. 31~, maliy Itel h ot v~''MIiiated by vounat tue t hig it uiew %l

lit tialil nauh' whre. lite tudia ve-locIty rvemainls vuiiiatilt aiil hI tile baslichne value, Ill(-

rIi tot 11110t flow vt'luei ty (hlli(rItilivM of lithe bolo utt'oine vopieueer (Figtgru i I hre% 5. ugrtlig 5.6i

itlid liable ").2) at tile athill p1,1 uo h'l ilste bslim.one v'1due of. o2.1 lite'1(,'\ row ex it

flow alght' 111111 .42, the' plt t i e' rotor)1 Iinlet flow 11tKii. . The' Illuialit% I ty . ' re'lerefil-i' a

the' diffe'rtiice' betwe'en the babeli tie rutu idel iit' eiitt iVt' flow IL1141 aa ld utile t-Ihe Ill' .(lo ii i

lot 01 inlet zulloi iv. flo1w migle andit is Aivoen by tlite folli ew jig rel atioun

%v ii e v

~~I-i me 'i jitet re'litivtle I1ylewuingle fl tu Ilie buameli ae' .11 lltliuiK conditiion

~~ id~olo iiie4 re'lati ye' flow aiul 1c' foi. IIe mod0(ified( St ailtiii mi'oiit loll

lit Vigyuli," !)" aliOI ric!i are' illumtrile'd Smile of the ieSults of tile rutur inlvt flow

anigle' 11lIILIN'..'k tritiii lL'hit, tl'~t tluue'e-ýtuugc collj)Ie'Mse. Mýfllmvi ill ligiliie'*~ is 1111



Tale~t 5A4 A mplitude of, bladIe *et t il 1mg m'ugh evariatio~n. ~a'~nd C'CpAd l4rot or
ink1'~ IIuw miglL variatioti fur t he lLuw'spc~d , t nrecc-tagc colllpvc,ýor

Abw~LluL( d iui 1le
d ifeece ýE0ZL bmitsne

16' *~- 2.51

arn11 ile mt fie hilade getting a ilgh. p1%tt ,!v est rU hi j, ed bVFy inp t.ioll (4,A), w here f.P

Ii6", Ao, ýz Iand 11 '2I. cycleb pier rotur revollutiun, Thiia m-tting Angjtk variationl

wits !csted oin the ILo~w-slpcei1 coiipi'ebsor alld thew rosvmdting estiznmation io'U rvtot.~ hilet

flow mangle va'ri ation i;s hown il inFiguire .59

It is evident thtL't the "change ill rot or inilet flow anglce is Aigniticantly Iensi than

the ch ange ill the inllet guide Valle exit flow anugle (or setting angle). This ij dlue

to the shape of' the velocity trianglo a~t thle !taill ug cunditionl. More spo-cifically.

a ngatye hane o I6' a l~ inetguide vane vxit flow angle result~s inl a rotor

loading (4 only 2.9 mid it p~ josi tivye change otf S" Inl 1U V tow exit Hlow angle results

inl a rotor UIIIO:Ldill Of 011V 1.9". Inl Table 5A4 are ~unnr'~dadditional low-.speed

rotor inlet, flu%% anigle variation results. 'rhe table values: indicate the. absjolute fluw

angle differvte fiE romi baseline and the es timnated change inl rotor inle!-t '-ow anlgle, A32,

troum velocity diag raim cal ('hatic-ios. These tabulated values suggest again that, the

chang~e ill rotor flow angle is less thao t.he Change inl IC \ exit iHow angle and also that,

aL syin ivietric vaitrat 01ion I 1C;V sett ingi angle miiay restilt ill a lion- sy ii net.tic aito

in rtutr inlet flow angle.
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Figure 5.8: IGV row blade setting angle pattern - Equation (3.3). - = -I6"

Ak02 = --8', i = '2 cycles/rev
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Figure 5.9: Estimated rotor inlet flow angle for Equation (3.3), -\ = -16', Aa-=
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The results from ,he rotor inlet. flow angle analysis for the low sp,'d, t•ree-stage

compressor guided the jelectiorv of the loading schedule for the Pratt & Whitney,

intermediate-speed, three- ,t ag', conipr,-sor, The tests performed with the low-speed,

three-stage, axial-flow compressor suggested that the most productive (in terms of

stall margin improvement) inlet guide vane setting angle variations were it sinusoidal

and an asymmetric variation. More specifically, the sinusoidal variation was one in

which the number of setting angle variation cycles per rotor revolution, n. was 2.

and the amnplitude of setting angle variation. A.., was 6". The estimated reduced

frequency at stall was 0.19 and the estimated rotor inlet flow angle loading and

unloading from baseline was - 1.2" and .- 1.4". respectively (see Tabl 5.,4). The other

productive variation was an asymnmetric variation in which the number of setting

angle variations, n was 2, anid the amplitudes of setting angle variation, AO1 = 16'

and Ao2 7.• 80 (see Figm. 'ý 8). The estimated reduced frequency for this variation was

0.19 and the estimated rotor inlet flow angle loading was +2.9' and .- 1.9', respectively

(see Figure 5.9 and Table 5.4). Because both of these variations resulted in stall

iI1.rgin improvements compared to baseline behavior, the candidate modification to

the inlet guide vanes of the Pratt & Whitney, intermediate-speed compressor was

chosen to lie somewhere between the two productive variations in terms of rotor inlet

flow angle variation. In particular, the rotor inlet flow angle variation for the Pratt

& Whitney compressor was -v.2 ,4 ' of rotor l,?.ading and -1.35 of rotor unloading. To

achieve this desired schedule of rotor loading and unloading, an analysis of rotor inlet

flow angle vari,..i.on for the Pratt & \,'hitney ,iompressor was perforlmed. Using the

analysis outlined ir, this section, the rotor lomidtng schedule was estimated for any

amplitude of setting angle variation. In Table 3.5 are summarized some itlict. gidv:

II
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Table A5.5: \mplitude of blade setting angle variation. Ao, and corresponding rotor
inlet flow angle variation the Pratt & Whitney, three-stage compressor

% Design +10' +80 -6' 16' -12' -100
Speed ( 0) (0) (0. (0) (0. (0)

100 -2.9 -2.3 -1.7 -:3.3 4.2.6 +*2.2
90 --2.3 -2.1 -1.5 +3.2 +42.5 -2.1
80 --2.8 -. 2.1 -1,6 --3.1 -1-2.4 2.,1
70 -2.5 -1.8 -1.3 -.-2.9 ( 2.3 +1.9
6 ( -- 2.3 -1.8 -1.3 -+2.6 -t.2.0 .-1. 7
,50 - 1 .9 - 1 .5 -. 1 .0 +2 .3 1i.8 - 1-i .,5

A ve. --2.,5 - 1.9 -1,:: -1. .4 +-2,3 1.9

vane row setting angle amplitudes and the resulting rotor loadings or muloadilngs

which tey pro(ilic('.

Table :3.5 suggests t6at the r:lor inlet flow angle niagnitude varies with inlet :or-

rected r, tational hpvedl. kecause of this, an ave-rag., loadi ig and unulta'ling schedule

litust 1w selected bu that the desired loading schecdile is niz-. Thii -. r5 in j1kict e:; six

different in1let giuleh vilun., setting aw'gle aIIlplitlldrs, na,"ly. 4- 10"", i 0", - 16",

I l l ad 10". Thel averiage: vlites )f t he rOztiltig t',.)tor hl.diling nre rcISO ilndicated.

i'rmI, thi'., tble, ,a - 12" azuplitll: d, of I6AV settinK angle % would restilt il 11.11 av'trttgv

lIolIj ig of -2.3- 1 1ti1 i , 6- ,il !ip li(I ,'ide t 1( IV ,.et ti fi. angle wl u ld, i'es.tzl il afill

miztn i iwhig of •.1 . Thli Iztsyzi.zietric !,t-iliig k ,iglc vitriatiitl ( 12 mllu -1 6") rv:mlth

Il i ' * h. )I' 'MIIIJ,,. il~ta ,' I, etr'l z,'i,) l'ulti[hil i'., t'l lult of 2.1' ,tid 1,5', respl-',t vu'ly,

F" "11111111 11c (llt ' ih ','tv tllI,t ,,t tht,, tw. l r, im , ,,' ,, , Zh,' c lldth(Im el inl,'t Iofikl,'

I If,1, 4 tW t I 11i t~l (II I , I' [I% t t "I I ] ), elit S \ i , 1 1% 1iiV" I I V. ] '| | ikh l:• ll m o( Ilic \-1 Iil!l ioll %',; Ih,.:l.

tIIl' fillizllb ', o wf it tiug . zl 41r , t'il ti6 li4 p',r •u(ll, 1vk1,luv ion \% tIt., A Ii'' I zn i litI 111 's

Id, , t lig l, ligl,' vwtii mizt iu , . ;, marid _A-jij 12". I'h o , stim at l'd i l t'v qi'.' ,tL,
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for this variation was 0.19 and the estimated rotor inlet flow angle ioading was +2.3'

,uad 1 .4',
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6. PRATT & WHITNEY RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Pratt and Whitney Baseline and Modified Compressor Performance

The effect of compressibility on the proposed method for improving the stall

margin of multistage axial-flow compressors was tested with a Pratt & Whitney,

three-stage, intermediate-speed, axial-flow compressor, Overall performance tests

were performed on the baseline comnpres•sor configuration as well as one modiied

compressor configuration in which au asymmetric variation ai stationary blade setting

angle where A51 - 12', A02 = 6' and n = 2 cycles per rotor revolution was the

setting angle schedule. Recall that the modified Pratt & Whitney compressor inlet

guide vane setting angle variation was selected from results of beneficial blade setting

angle variations in the low-speed, three-stage compressor. Particular attention was

focused on the reduced frequency at stall, Kgt,,j, and the resulting rotor inlet flow

angle variation. In this case, the estimated reduced frequency at stall, Kt,1 1 . was 0.19

and the rotor inlet flow angle variation maximum and minimum values were +2.3'ý

and - 1.4'.

The overall performance parameters for the Pratt & Whitney compressor wele

corrected mass flow, total-presstre ratio and inlet corrected rotational speed and

are given by Equations (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12). The performance tests involved

identifying the overall performance characteristics of the comnpressir at siL diflet-.-ut
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0.1.1 Pratt & Whitney detailed flow mneasurements

la addition to overall performance data collected on the Pratt & Whitney,

intertmediate~speed. three-stage, axial-flOw compressor, some detailed measurements,

of t•le flow at the inlet and exit of thc compressor were performed. Detailed iena-

suremient; were pertormied for both the baseline compressor as well as the modified

commpresior in which the inlet guide vanes were set in ai asymmetric variation with

• Ao = 12" and A,2 = 6" and K1,g,1 = 0.19. Each compressor configuration was in-

itrumeuted with total-pressur probe rakfs at four circumferential locations around

the compr,,ssor annulus upstream of the inlet guide vanes and downstream of tlhe

cumpresso, exit at the flow measurement section.

These total-l resslure and total-t emnperat ure measurements were collected at the

six diflereul percent iidet c:orrected rotational speeds of 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100, For

each of the different speed.%, data were collected at an operating condition yery near

the actup.l sta;l point and at anl operating condition closer to design conditions on the

compressor chiratr ,ristic. In Figures (6.2 and 6.3 are shown the detailed mneasurement.

opreratitng v'ondition, for the l•eseline conipressor and modified compressor configura-

tiunb, respectively The velocity distributions were determined with Equations (4.2)

through (4,16) discussed in Chapter 4.

IL Figv|res 6-4 through 6.9 are shown the ve'ucity profiles for the baseline coni-

,)resor inlet flow for the six different inlet corrected rotational speeds, namely. 50,

60, 70, 80, 90 and lt00. remiectiveiy. The figures show the velocity profiles near stall

.•ad 1at. anl operatitlg poilut I'lrther along the operatin lineg 1. lhe four (lifferent circIn -

lerentital locatioins surveyed are showti in t. he figures by different dashed lines and are

indicatel in the lcgeud. These datLa suggest that the iinlet flow for the baseliac com-
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Figure 6.4: Pratt & Whitney detaiied flow measurements at inlet, baseline, .50 per-
cent speed
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Figur't 6.3: Pratt & WVhitney detailed tlow mneasurenjeqtts at inlet, baselire. 60 per-
cent speed
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Figure 6.6: Pratt &Whitney detailed flow measurements at inlet, baseline. 70 per-
cent speed
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Figure 6.10: Pratt k Whitney detailed flow measurements at ihlet, modified, 30
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Figure 6.16. Pratt -Whitney detailed flow measurements at exit. baseline. .50 per-
cent speed
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Figure 6.18: Pratt & Vhitney detailed flow measurements at exiit, baseline. 70 per.
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Figure 6.26: Pratt &- Whitney detailed flow measurements at exit. modified. 90
percent speed
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7. CONCLUSiOu S

T he rcsultt of the Pratt & \Vhitney com,.pressor tests suggested that the st-all

margin, while only nmodestly increased at lower rotational speeds. did not improvw

at higher . peeds. This result leads to the Conclusion t hat although the pr'oposed

method for improving the stall margin worked modestly but consistently in a low.

speed compressor, it did not. significantly alter t0,e stalling performance of the Pratt

& Whitney compressor' for all speeds te,,Jted, One important consolation, however, is

that the aggressive approach used to increase the rotor loading (or diffusion) did not

re-uit in any signilfcant. stall margin degradation. Beeause only one inlec guide vane

setting angle variation was evaluated for Lh- intermediate-speed compressor i the

"co'rse of this dissertation, a logical reccmmencdation would be to evaluate additionlal

setting al),gle variations. Having data 'or different amplitudes, and freque'wies o( blade

setting angle variations would further explore the possibility of the proposed method

for improving the stall margin of compressors. Somie other recommendations in.,ude

acqtiriug detailed data for flow behind the inltt guide vanes aw well as behind other

stages. Some in-stall performiance data miay indicate some interc.ting observations

as well.

Possible reasons why the stall m.argin or the higher-speed multistage coil)prVssor

wits not -igniificant.ly improved at. higher speeds iuay l)e linked to the iniltience of
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three-dimensionial flow and wake intcraction effects. Also, because the aspect ratios

involved presently are low, end-wall boundary layer, blade wake and tip and hub

cletarance e.frects are considerable. The dynamic §tall results used to develop the

pl)resout tests were largely for two-dimensional flows and were not encumbered by

many colIplexities. It may well be that benefits associated with the present method

are limited in low aspect ratio compressors by three-dimensional flow effects.

The approach of using stationary blade settina, angle variations to increase the

average lo,.aritig of a downstreaul rotor and to increase the operating range of a com-

pressor was both aggrei'sive and risky. The ob)ject of the compressor designer, how-

ever, is to take thit, kiAnd of risk huping that it wiil improve compressor performance.

Recently, muich attention has bee-1 ftpcUsed on methods for maxinizing work per stage

to reduce the overall weight of the comipressor. T'o accomplish this end, methods for

achieving higher loading levels in multistage compressors were investigated and re-

ported ol by Wenimrstrom [16[. These methods include vortex generators, suction

arid lblowi:ng, and cacing treatnicnt. All G• these methods are derived from successful

"attempts to control the boundary layer oin external two-dimensional surf;ces such as

aircraft wings. These rmethods, however, have met with only limited success and the

reasons for this may help explain why the p)resently proposed method for increasiag

the stall margin of a compressor was ouly p1,rtly successful.

First of all, it. is important to point out the trends, associated with reducing

aspect ratio in axial-Ilow compressor blading as described by Wennerstrom IL 7]. By

reduchvg the aspect rmtio, which i., defined as the ratio of blade height to chord, the

three-dlmemnsiunality of the flow increases because of seccndary flows and end-wall

boundary-layers being more influential in the ltow passage. Wennerstrom 171 defined
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a low-a'pect ratio to be about 2.0 and a high-aspect ratio to be greater than 4.0. The

axial-flow compressors used in the present study have rotor aspect ratios which would

be considered luw. This would lead us to conclude that the two-dimensional dyi. talc

stall results may indeed be diminished in the highly three-dimensional flowfields of the

low aspect ratio compressors tested. Wennerstrom also suggests that low aspect ratio

compressors have high tolerance levels to inlet distortions. This may indicate why

there were not any significant degradations in stall margin noted for the compressors

using circumferential variations in blade setting angle.

In tests perbormed on a high-throughflow transonic axial-flow compressor ( Wen-

nerstiom (18]), the use of casing vortex generators was evaluated in terms of coin-

pressor periormance. The casing vortex generators resulted in virtually no benefit

in ternis of stall margin improvement despite. their aggressive attempt to control the

boundary-layrr behavior near the tip. In contrast, tests performed with a supersonic

axial compressor stage (Wennerstrom [191) to evaluate the effects of boundary-layer

control on flow induced separation, seeired to indicate otherwise. In this case, the

use of casing vortex generators suggested that stall margin was improved slightly. In

fact, a radial survey indicated that improvements occurred over full span and not just

at the tip. This would suggest that the behavior near the etid wall may determinie

the performance of the entire blade span.

The use of suction anod blowing te control boundary layer behavior was :suim-

muarized by Wenner.etrom '19]. Tapered holes with specific g,,oimmc:ry a nd orientation

were drilled on the compressor outt.r casing near the rotor blade row. Results from

these test suggest that suction and blowing have nt,) eff.c!t on stadl 1argin improve-

imient unless stall is initiate!d near the outer casing, in which case t}lie is ;otei' beiaoiit



in terms of stall muargini. In fcwt , when ,. he •. u•aiti-n or Wlowing wnpm turned off. larger

stall margins were noticed with distorted iniit flow. These results led to tlie use of

~tsing t reatis.lle ts for ituproving t.he sit all ulil'gi , s f rXiail-flow t' lri'•,•ri .

All of these boundary Iny,,r conlrol mnethods weini) to idirate %-n11e li. part sit

points. First, tile eCl. wall boundary hlyers ,w'oti to (Qittrol 1 h1• pe'rforlszance of Oe

entirL_ blade row to it certain degree. Wennerstrum [16( tuggeslted that sepitratlat.

and subseqient :,till in a s compresor is al oltst ialways initinat'd !In it curwr b" w•e,, i

ati airfoil and e•dwall. Secoudd, blewause utly limisited misev.sses 1"ii hprilvi ng the ,.I

mnarginus of compressor were atmvumpiishetl 1wiag buundarry lt,','r cont rul uist hls, it

is reasonable to conclude that the propo•sted mechod can be expected it) hartet- tulls

little beneficial effect as well.

InaslIUChL 49 the proposed method for ikprovinui t hle it all margi ii A I hlr rm

pressor was only partly succesfifl, its i'ur ta y be as a component tif ai active

control imethod. A nuumber of iivestigators halve iucemsfidly coinleited reseaarch proý

grilaI which Lhow significant improvements in compr,..nsr perforfisms• et, with tt- lib'i

of active control methods, In one experimtient perflormed by Ludwig a,-id Ne',•mii i201.

the active control of ['otati ng stall could be accompilished mlio a lo..sped rsarar,'a

compressor as well as a J.-85 engin:e. The1 active' control wa.n an dlevtri nl fe.d-baik

control syst em which used unsteady pressure signals from sensors mounted strate-

gicully throughout the muachines, For the low-speed cuompresijr tests, the variable

geometry t'f•etiuro was the staigger angle of theli st.it.atr rows. F",r the *J .-8 angine,, bleed

doors and flaps oil the IC;Vs were thle vaLriable geometry feature. Whe:n thie- pressure

senlsor indicated stadlinug was ti ii1110ent t. t. he vatialdh, g(omnt lsy featku Me ,; aLlJustV(d

to avoid stall, lit the case of the low-speed conspre•ssor tests, tile st'lggvr aligle was
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10. APPENDIX A: DETAILED FLOW MEASUREMENTS FOR.

THREE-STAGE COMPRESSOR
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"Table i0.i: Absolute flow angle (0). baseline. F = 0.353

(ircuniferential % 1hm.
Position 10 30 .50 70 90

2-- 20.6 19.1 16.0
3 22.1 22.5 20.8 19.8 16.5
4 25.4 23.7 21.8 20.1 17.4
5 26.3 24.6 22,8 20.7 18.1
"6 26.7 2'!5.1 23.7 21.6 18.7
7 27.7 25.8 25.3 22.7 19.6

S29.5 27.1 26.0 23.8 20.5
9 28.5 27.0
10•

Ave. 26.3 25.3 23,0 21. L 18.1

Talit. 10.2: A:Iolute iluw angle ( ), baseline. (1) 7 0.420

1'irruifhrcin),al % 1mm.
1,, a tiItt l I) 36 - 50 70 90

I'L.() 19,3, 17,

3 2 I.u ", 20.- 1i,,i 17.3
l ';- 1 23.2 21.2 1'sH 7.,9

-,,1 ' . ' 20.3 i7.9
62 6.i6 21,1 22.5 2.5 .

.7.. 25.1 241.6 22.1 19.2
8 2N.X 27.1 27.3 2:3,2 20
1 2 .,,- 2' '

A2!.5 26.6i 22 .1. , ' 20.8 1. . 1')
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Table 10.3: Absolute flow angle ( +6), 60 2/rev, ,D = 0.353

Circumferential i!11.
Position 10 30 50 70 -90

-2 26.3 24.5 21.2
3 29.9 28.7 27.1 24.9 21.•3
4 32.1 29.1 28.1 25.4 &'2.3
5 32.7 29.9 28.8 25.9 23.1
6 33.2 30.5 29.6 26.2 2:3.3
7 34.0 31.0 30.6 27.1 24.3
8 34.7 31.3 32.1 29.2 2,1.9
9 38.0

A ve. 33.5 30,1 28.9 26.2 23.0

Table 10.A: Absolute. flow angle (°) variation from baseline, +6' 2/reV. ,11, .353

"Pusitiuln 10 30 50 70 90

2 +5.7 t'-5., p5.2
3 7.8 1-t6.2 i6.3 -5.1 -5 .2
,, 1-6.7 -.5.4 ,.1.,3 -5..1 -41.9

05.3 (. -5.2 -
G1 i 6).5 -5,f1 5.9 .1.6 -4.t6
7 6.2 j,3,2 5,3 ,
S +5.2 14.2 6-ii. 1 5.A1 ,..

tok ,.. 6. 5 5.3 4.9L1

I I I I I II II II II
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Table 10,5: Absolute flow angle ( +o, +6- 2/rev, (P = 0.420

Circumf'treatial %/ hnII.
Position 10 30 50 70 90

2 - - 24.5
3 28.8 27.5 26.3 24.9 21.6
4 :31.2 2!9.2 27.2 25.4 22.1
53 32.0 30.0 28.1. 25.6 22.6
(i 32.5 30.5 28.8 26.3 23.3

33.3 31,2 29.2 27.6 23.9
8 34.5 31.7 30.1 28.8 24.6
9 :32.8 30.5 :30.2

10
Ave. 32.0 30.4 28.6 26.7 23.0

lalde 10.6; Absolute 11l.ow angl, ((") variation from baselinet, +V 2/rev, ,P 0.,120

('ic,'uiufereutiUt Va lIiji. -

Puoi tion ii) 30 50 70 90
I .

2 +.
3 +4.8 1 5.5) + 6.3 -.1.3

I -i-.S 4 (.10 +6.0 i)., -,2
5 +5.,1 .J6.( +59 (-13 -1
Ii ,-5. ).6.1 .* 6,3 5, 8 5.2

-'5.8 .. .5.5 1.7

9 .. .' ..2
1It)

.... ..... .. . .. . ... . .. " 5 . . . . . .. . i 5 . . ... i- S . .. ..
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Table 10.7: Absolute flow angle (0), -6" 2/rev, I, 0.353

Circumferential % lim.
Position 10 :30 .50 70 90

16.3 1..0 12.8 10.5
19.8 17.4 16.0 I:.6 10.5

4 20.2 L8.0 16.2 14.2 11.6
5 20.9 !.8.5 16.9 1,;.7 12.3
6 21.A 19.2 18,1 i5.,1 12,8
7 22.4 20.0 19.1 16.0 1-,0
8 23,8 20.9 20.3 17.5 15,0
9 - -15.A

10
Ave. 21'E 18.6 [7.T 1t.T 12.8

Table 10.8; Absolute flow iwglh (") vatriation f, 'c Iaabeline. 6 2'rev. (P :.. U. .':3

(i ru clerent ial % [ rul.
Pu' iitiln LO :30 5 0 0J

'2 ...-. 5.-. ;,3- .
2 6 (6.3

3 '2, -.5, 1 -A,8 -6.2 -6..1)
-1 5.2 .5,7 .6 .. ..59.8
(6. 1 16• 5..

G ,.'2 . 6. 5

9
1(1

,.Ir . -5.• 'I., 6i.2 5.7

S. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. . . . . . .
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Table 10.9: Absolute flow angle (°), -6' 2/rev, F- = 0.420

Circunmferential % hmm.
Position 10 30 50 70 90

1
- - 14. 2 13.0 10.6

3 18.3 16.9 15.3 t3.6 11..3
4 19.1 17.6 15.9 14.3 11.9
S20.2 18.1 16.7 14.9 12.7
6 20.5 19.0 17.8 15.6 12.8
7 21.3 19.8 18.9 16.3 1:3.9
8 22.2 20.7 20.2 17.41 16.7
9
10

Ave. 2 0.3 1.8.7 17.0 1.5.0 12.8

'hTable 10.10: Absolt e flow anglc ( Va) ra'iation from baseline. -6" 2/rev, 4,, 0.,120

to)itiOU 10 30 50 7 '1 )

2 -5.5 -55.1)
1 --6.3 .-5.6 5.3 5. .. 1 6,6 0

I -6.4 .3j. 3 5. .5 ..,r;• 1 - 5., ... ,i'n.~ t ,

S.13- •.. .1f; -..," 57• ... 5-53
N - ,6 -1 7 'A 4. 7.8 ,I. ,"

S ,6. . 6.A .1 . -. J
10..

Ave 6,3 6. -5( ....5.3 .. 3

AS~~ -_ ----~A U -- -l
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Table 10.11: Absolute flow angle 6'), -. L6 2./rev, ,D 0.421)

Position 10' 30 50 70 90
I
'2-- -0.6

3 6.1 4. 3 2.7 2.1 0.9
4 7.4 5.6 .. 7 3.5 1.8
5 8.1 6.7 41.9 4.2 3.2
6 9.1 7.41 5.9 5.1 3.6

99,,4 8,9 7.1 6.0 5.2
8 11.4 11.41 8.7 8.8 6.6
9 13.7

__ _ 10 -

Ave. 9.3 7.4 5.5 .5.0 3.0

Tablk, 10. 12: Absolute flow angle ('•) varilLtiuII frum baseliie, - 16" 2/ircv, (P 0.420

• .. Ci rcumzferenitial %-im t.

P osi t i o 1 :W 50 70 90

'6 -1 .0 19,11 --18.1 -47.7 m I .)A
-8 -- .0 I- .. 0 -18.1 6.(i - .1 I.

A18.2 18.' 17.9 t16.5 1'1.7
17 - .6 1 =-1 A -17.8 -- 16.5 1.1.5

.18..1 -18.2 . 2 - 6.7 1-t.0
A..1 -17.I -17.3 -15.0 -14.1

10
S.... .. ..)k 7• [ .. .. .. .. . 17.7" .. ....1 4, 1 7.9 ... .. ilLS. .. . 14.58 -
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Table 10.13: Absolute flow angle (°). -16' 2/rev, 4= 0.353

Circumierential %Ixtn.
Position 10 30 50 70 90

-- l. --

"2 1.2 -1.9 -1.1
3 5.7 4.0 3.0 1.1 1.1
4 7.6 5.5 4.0 3.1 2.5
5 7.8 6.6 5 2 4.7 4.0
6 8.8 7.7 6.9 5.6 5.0I
S7 9.8 8.5 S.0 6.9 7.0
8 12.0 10.0 10.1 8.1 9.1

10
Ave, 8.6 6.2 6.2 3,9 3.9

Table 10,.14: Absolute flow angle (°) variation fronI biLbClineC, -16' 2/rev, , 1 0.353

-.'iruiitferenti 'al % 1m .
"1o')si t iol 1 '.l 20 50 ') ¶11)

2 1.
2 .-. -21.0 -17.1

3 16.4 - 18. 5 *- 1"; - 18,7 -- 15.4
4 -- 17,8 -18.2 --17.8 -- 17,0 -14.9
,5 1.- 5 - j.8.0 -, 17.6 -16,0 - 1,.' 1
6 -t7., .-+17.4 -- 16.4; - i, -13. 7

18.U 17.3 -17.3 -15.8 -12.6
S 17. 17. 15.9 15.7 1-1.1

l C
19
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11. APPENDIX B: VELOCITY DIAGRAM CALCULATIONS FROM

DETAILED MEASUREMENT DATA
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Table [1.1: Detailed flow measurement data. b-seline,. (k 0.353

hiiun. lb/ii 2  (") I'ft/s ft/s ft/s ft/s ft/s ft/s (f )

10 -0.0103 18.1 36.60 11.37 94.81 83.44 34.79 90.40 67.1 0.23

:30 -0.0105 21,8 :36.92 13.71 88.9-1 75.23 34.28 82.67 65.5 0.25

50 -0.0107 23.0 :3730 14.57 83.08 68.51 34.33 76.63 6:3.4 0.27

70 -0.0110 25.3 :37.74 16.13 77.21 61.08 :34.12 69.96 60.8 0.30

90 --0.0113 26,3 38.35 16.99 71.35 .54.36 34.38 641.32 57.7 0.32

Tabl,) 11.2: Detailed flow measurement data, baseline, , = 0.420

hiiini. Ib' i (i) ft /.4 ft/s ft/s .ft'/S fti/s ft/s

10 -0.01t56 19.0 45.04 14.66 94.81 80.15 42. 7,) 90.76 62.0

30 -0.0158 20.8 ,15.3.5 16.10 88.94 72.8,4 -12.,,") 8,4.20P 5 9.8

50 -0.0161 2.2. 415.76 17.5 8 83.08 65.50 ,.1.2b 77.9i. 57,2

70 -00165 23.6 46.32 18.54 77.21 53 8.W 1i42.45 72.412 51.1.

90 -Ul-.0 170 26.5 16.97 20.96( 71.35 r50.39 .12.0,1 65.62 50.2
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Table 11.3: Detailed how nieasurement data, -.V" 2/rev, , 0.3"5:3

.. ..... d1  1 -VI 1,1I I il , 'h/. ,q(~ ) (fti '.S) (f t/.S) -(.ft /i ,) (f t,'S) (.f t/ (° S)o

O 23.0 37,79 14.77 94.81 80.04 3'4.79 87.27 66.5 -0.9

_30 26,2 38.21 16.87 88.94 72.07 34.28 79.81 64.6 -0.9

50 28.9 39,21 18.95 83.08 6,34.13 :34.33 72.74 61.8 -1.6

70 30.1 39.4-1 19.76 77.21 57.43 :34.12 66,80 759.3 .1..

_90 3:3.5 41.23 22.76 71.35 418.59 34.38 59.52 5.1.7 --:3,0

Table 11.4: Det•ailed flow mvcaurcment data, -t-6" 2irev, ,'1 0.420

1 3,1l m m ( ' ( v i ,) f ti •) ( J / a (f t • (f /I, ) -( f 1 / 4 ) ( " )"

10 2:3.0 '46.27 18.08 '94.81 76.73 .12.59 87.76 61.0 -1,0

I0 26.7 47.45 21.32 88.9,1 67.62 42.39 79.81 57.9 -.1.9

5 2) 2$.6 18 12 23.0:3 83 L.ý 60.05 .12. .5 .4 2 5..9 21.1

70 30, 4 19.22 24.91 77.21 ...2.30 ,2,.15 167.31i 50.3 9

S :32.1) ' N. 57 226.27 " 11.35 15.08 12.0,1 61.,64 47.0 :1.2
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Table 11.5: Detailed tlow measurcmezIt data, -6"' 2/rev. (1) = 0.353

I m m , ( ' ) / , / k ( .t l/ .) ( f t 't / ) ( t ' i .l i ) ( f t ! s ) ( / t / s ) ( ) ( °

10 12., 3"5.6 8 7.910 94.81 86.91 34.79 93.61 68.2 A.8

30 141.9 3:5.47 9.12 88.U.1 79.82 3,1.28 86.87 U 6.8 :1.3

.50 17.-1 35.98 10.76 83.08 72.32 :4,33 80,05 6, 12

70 18.6 36j.l)0 1.1.18 77.21 65.73 34.12 7.1,06 62,6 ,1.S

90 21. :!6.42 13.47 7t.35 .57.88 34.3 67.3 50, -1 .I.6

"lI" l, C' 11.0: Db t ailed IIlow Iuc4 ,jrjII C t datia, 0 2/ , rev, 0.120

I0 12..S 43.6 7 9,6, 9 .L 1 t ,5. 13 12.51) 5,19 H 63.A 1 .1

3 15M.) 43. ,SM It.36 8 9.1 7. ' S, 12,39 ,, O G13il, 1.5

*~) 17.11 41! 12, , 2 S3.08 70. 10 f) SL.IM 114.5 9 .1.7

M 11.I .,* ioi 1.1, 7 77.21 6i3.-,I 12.115 -.125 7 2 6.2 ,2,1

T. 20 3 1.:1 , ,:., 1 , .3' ,.. 12.041 6 9., I i 2 I) 2.8
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Table 11.7: Detailed flow measurement data, -16" 2/rev, F = 0.353

% v"h IUI w1  ' A zS
hmm. (0) (f.Is) (ft/.) (ft/s) (ft/s) (ft/s) (ft/s) ( ') ( 0)

10 3.9 34.87 2.37 94.81 92.44 34.79 98.77 69.4 ±-2.C

30 3.9 34.36 2.34 88.94 86.60 34.28 93.14 68.4 --2.9

50 6.2 34.53 3.73 83.08 79.35 34.33 86.46 66.6 -3.2

70 6.2 34.32 3.71 77.21 73.50 34.12 81.03 65.1 +4.3

90 8.9 34.80 .5.38 71, ,5 65.97 34.38 74.39 62.5 +4.8

Table 11.8: Detailed flow measurement data, -16' 2/rev, = 0.420

% 01V UV wa, Ve , w1  2'O .. %
i " n m . ( °) ( / ' ,•) ( f t l s ) ( f t l s ) ( f t l s ) ( f t l s ) ( /f tl s ) 0 ° °

10 3.0 42.65 2.23 94.81 92.58 42.5.9 101.91 65.3 +3.3

30 5.0 42.55 3.71 88.094 85.23 412.39 95.19 63.6 '-3.8

50 5.5 42.44 4.07 83.08 79.U1 42.25 89.60 61.9 -+-4.7

70 7.4 42.81 5.51 '77.21 7-..7U 42.45 83.32 59.4 +5.3

90 9.3 42.60 6.88 71.35 64.47 42.04 76.97 56.9 ±6.7


